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Abstract
Guide to the Reader
Abstract
In CIVITAS ECCENTRIC, five cities (Turku, Stockholm, Ruse, Madrid, Munich) have
implemented in total 51 innovative sustainable urban mobility measures. The measures were
CIVITAS ECCENTRIC
the cities
of Stockholm, Madrid,
Munich,in
anddifferent
Turku worked
with
addressingInathevariety
of urbanproject,
mobility
challenges,
organized
thematic
clusters.
test fleets of electric vehicles (EVs), light electric vehicles (LEVs), electric freight vehicles (EFVs), and
This document is intended to equip practitioners and decision makers with the information
new charging infrastructure, whilst also offering incentives and information on clean vehicles and fuels.
needed if they
want to replicate measures of the thematic cluster “Inclusive Urban Planning”
User groups included private individuals, businesses, and civil servants in the city administration. The
or aspects implemented
of these measures.
measures provide cities that are interested in replication with effective processes and
methodologies.

Replicability refers to the possibility of transferring results from a pilot case to other
This report
presents
a replication
package
that isof
based
on the lessons
learned local
during the
implementation
geographical
areas.
These
areas
have,
course
different
contexts
and conditions.
of measures for promoting EVs. The package includes a technical description of the measures and the
When a specific measure proved to be successful in one area of a European city, it should
implementation process. Drivers, barriers, success factors, and foreseeable impacts are presented in a
be possiblecomprehensive
to transfer
it toin order
another
city
(or
another
area
of the
initial city), considering the
manner
to inspire
other
cities
and provide
them with
guidance.
local conditions and context.
Market availability of electric vehicles or services, charging infrastructure, financing mechanisms and

At the same
time, as
peripheral
remain
largelycollaboration
unaddressed,
withforthe
effects of flagship
incentives,
well as politicaldistricts
commitment
and cross-sectoral
are key drivers
introducing
EVs and
EFVs intransferred
city and business
Barriers
involveRecent
data collection,
grid andurban
infrastructure
issues,processes are
projects being
rarely
tofleets.
these
areas.
or future
growth
and a reluctance to have EVs and new concepts. Regulatory changes are often necessary to enable the
posing additional
pressure to areas from the immediate vicinity of centres (peri-central). The
use of new concepts and business models. Conclusions highlight the importance of pilots in getting new
main common
challenges
are
relieve pressures
in central
areas
user groups familiar with
newto
technologies,
involving stakeholders
throughout
the through
process, andclean
using and efficient
procurement
as a tool
climatethe
and attractiveness
mobility strategies. and sustainable mobility in suburban
urban logistics,
as well
as intopursuing
increase
districts.
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Target group
This document is tailored to the practical needs of project developers and planners / technical
staff from cities who are developing innovative measures, to help them consider potential
barriers and to be able to select the appropriate solutions to match their contexts. This
document provides evidence of measures being successfully implemented in a city and those
with good replicability potential.
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Introduction to the Document
This deliverable deals with a number of examples of inclusive urban planning in the
following areas, according to the various clusters of the CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project:

Table of Contents

Section 1 – Inclusive Urban Planning (Cluster 1). This section focusses on citizen
engagement, with a specific case study on its application to a new Park & Ride scheme.

1

Section 2 – Mobility Management (Cluster 3). This section focuses on user access to
Executive Summary
6
information, with a specific case study of exchanging information on mobility between
generations using technology
Introduction
Section
3 - New Parking Policies (Cluster 2). This section focuses on using technology 6

1.1to monitor
Purpose
this document
carofparking
availability and providing information to drivers, with a specific 6
1.2case study
Targetofgroup
7
the use of emerging technology to facilitate smart and flexible parking.
Each section is subdivided according to the following overall structure:

2

•

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

3

Summaryvehicles
of the topicin
and
measures
Testing
ECCENTRIC

7

o Guidance on evaluation
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
o Knowledge of drivers and barriers, combined from all measures in
Test fleets, policy incentives and campaigns for the uptake of electric vehicles, Madrid
CIVITAS ECCENTRIC relating the topic
Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
§ Overall policy recommendations
Electrification of the Municipal Fleet & Promotion of Electro-mobility, Turku
• Case study of a specific example measure
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
§ Conclusions
§

5
6

15
17
20

From ECCENTRIC cities to replication in other places

22

Drivers

22
24

The CIVITAS
ECCENTRIC
Work
Success factors
in testing
EVsPackage on Inclusive Urban Planning contains eleven
measures
divided
into three
clusters. –The
activities
cluster 1 embrace the test and
Ensuring
long-term
sustainability
from
pilot to of
full-scale
demonstration of new concepts and services in the areas of inclusive urban planning (the
Foreseeable impacts
focus of this document). These measures combine soft (for example informational) and
hard (for example infrastructural) instruments, focusing on the provision of innovative
technologies and mobility services. By evaluating innovative planning and participation
Policy Recommendations
processes, on the one hand, and innovative technologies and services, on the other
hand, statements can be made about the extent to which these sustainable mobility
topicsConclusions
are accepted by the population and can be built upon in the future.

26
27
28

29
31

The Replication Package summarises the final status of measures TUR 2.1 “Citizen and
stakeholder involvement in mobility planning and new mobility services” and TUR 2.2
Sources
“City district
/ Urban corridor case as a pilot for Sustainable Urban Mobility” in Work 31
Package 2. In addition, the necessary requirements and general potential of the
individual measures of cluster 1 are described to discuss their replicability in other cities
or districts or even their potential for upscaling.

6

4

11

Sources of further reading

1. Introduction
to Inclusive Urban Planning
Barriers

4

9

Key replicable aspects
Regarding the replication and upscaling potential of this cluster, the following becomes
apparent:

Table of Contents
•

A common vision of all stakeholders is crucial to implement the measures
effectively and purposefully.

•

With the help of a steering group, it can be ensured that responsibilities are
distributed, cross-institutional cooperation is strengthened, and processes can be
secured in the long-term.

•

Executive
Summary
The early involvement of the population through participatory methods creates
greater acceptance and awareness.

1

•

1.1
1.2

2

Introduction
Complementary online participatory processes enable a higher reach due to their

6

barrier-free
and are accessible to various social groups.
Purpose
of thisnature
document

6

• Target
Somegroup
measures show a high dependence on external factors or stakeholders. 7
Their early identification and the start of negotiations with them are largely
responsible for the success of the project.
vehicles
in ECCENTRIC
• Testing
The financial
and temporal
aspects of the project’s implementation – starting with 7

planning up to the actual implementation – is an essential factor.
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
• Test
Synergistic
effects
with similar
projects running
the same
time in
the region
can
2.2
fleets, policy
incentives
and campaigns
for the at
uptake
of electric
vehicles,
Madrid
be rated as extremely beneficial for project success.
2.3
Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
the measures
approaches
in terms
of their involvement
2.4In summary,
Electrification
of the Municipal
Fleet & have,
Promotion
of Electro-mobility,
Turku of the
residents, a very high degree of replicability. Setting up an interactive and participatory
2.5
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
model to test intermodal solutions and thus increasing the awareness and acceptance
of new forms of mobility can be replicated on multiple variants and can be easily modified
to meet local requirements.

2.1

3

5
6

11
15
17
20

22

Drivers

22
24

Success factors in testing EVs
26
In this cluster on "Inclusive urban planning", the implementation of intelligent solutions in
Ensuring
long-term
– from pilot
full-scale approach in the context 27
the Park
and Ride
sector sustainability
has been considered.
Thetoparticipative
Foreseeable
of planning
such a impacts
mobility node was also supported by special events with stakeholders, 28
city representatives and citizens. The combination of these soft and hard measures is
subject to a holistic approach to achieve the goal of integrated and inclusive planning.
Policy Recommendations
29
This “Inclusive urban planning” cluster is of current and special importance, as the
mobility system is highly dependent on the behaviour its users. On the one hand, it is a
matterConclusions
of what offers the residents want or even can accept and, on the other hand, 31
which offers are ultimately available and usable. The additional integration of new
technologies and digital applications opens new opportunities for mobility services as
well as
planning processes and applications for them. New integrated approaches must 31
Sources
therefore be tested in order to make the system more sustainable.
By involving the residents in the planning process, an increased acceptance of mobility
offers is likely which can promote a more rapid turnaround towards sustainable modes.
The examples presented include two measures, which took place in Turku (see table 1).
7

4

9

From ECCENTRIC cities to replication in other places

1.1. Barriers
Summary of the Cluster: Inclusive Urban Planning

4

6

Table 1: Measures of WP2 - Cluster 1 – Inclusive Urban Planning
Cluster elements

Measure

City

Partner(s)

Citizen and stakeholder involvement in
mobility planning and new mobility
service

TUR 2.1

Turku

TUR, RCSF,
TUAS

City district / Urban corridor case as a
pilot for Sustainable Urban Mobility

TUR 2.2

Turku

Table of Contents
Executive Summary

TUR, RCSF,
TUAS

Brief summary of the respective measures
1 1.2. Introduction

6

urban
is clearly detected in the measure described in cluster 1, as a
1.1Inclusive
Purpose
ofplanning
this document
mix
of
soft
and
hard
measure
instruments that focus on participative and innovative
1.2
Target group
processes.
• Measure TUR 2.1 “Citizen and stakeholder involvement in mobility planning and
new mobility services” aims to evaluate and adopt participatory methods as well as
2
Testing vehicles in ECCENTRIC
testing and utilising the possibilities of technologies and social networks for a
2.1
Offering EV-test
fleetsplanning.
to selectedBy
target
groups,
participatory
mobility
involving
theStockholm
population in an early stage in
innovative
mobility
offers,for
new
and offers
can Madrid
be co2.2
Test fleets, and
policyinter-modal
incentives and
campaigns
theprocesses
uptake of electric
vehicles,
designed
and should
ultimately
to greater
acceptance.
2.3
Electric lightweight
vehicles
for carlead
sharing
and logistics,
MunichAn interactive and
participative
procedure
was
used
for
a
Park
and
Ride
theme,
to test Turku
and utilise the
2.4
Electrification of the Municipal Fleet & Promotion of Electro-mobility,
possibilities brought by new technologies and social networks. Especially, planning
2.5
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
for Park and Ride is a novel issue in Turku. In the city the measure helped to make
citizens feel more involved in mobility planning to improve it together. This measure
is discussed in more detail in sections which follow.

3

4
5
6
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• Measure TUR 2.2 “City district / Urban corridor case as a pilot for Sustainable Urban
Drivers aims to develop an intelligent mobility service and solution by creating a
Mobility”
Barriersnode for seamless transport and services to advise companies. A combined
mobility
Success factors
in testing
EVsservice-oriented strategies was chosen to promote the
approach
of marketingand
topic
of multimodal
By connected
mobility,
motorised traffic is to be reduced
Ensuring
long-termmobility.
sustainability
– from pilot
to full-scale
inForeseeable
the long term
and
sustainable
forms
of
mobility
are to be promoted. The
impacts
development of those services is accompanied by an integrated communication and
marketing strategy. The aim of the measure is to increase the awareness and
acceptance
of new forms of mobility to ultimately increase their use. The overall aim
Policy Recommendations
is to make sustainable mobility accessible to everyone, by increasing its awareness
and acceptance.

Conclusions

6
7

7
9
11
15
17
20

22
22
24
26
27
28

29
31

1.3. Evaluating the replication potential of measures

In order to make implementation possible, an in-depth analysis is required to understand
Sources
the existing
barriers that obstruct effective and successful implementation. Financial and 31
governance aspects form part of this analysis. In the following, the necessary structures
and processes to replicate the measures in the future is explained. The respective
experiences with the measures implemented in each area of application as part of a
“living lab” will be referred to.
8

4

6

1.4. Drivers and barriers to be expected
In summary, various drivers and barriers can be identified across both measures. Some
of these are factors that can appear both as drivers and barriers.

Table
One of theof
mostContents
important factors is communication and the participation of the

population and stakeholders in the early stages of the process. This creates a higher
awareness for the project and finally also an increased ownership and acceptance. It is
important that the type of communication is designed to be barrier-free and transparent:
onlineExecutive
based media,Summary
such as the design of a website, where the project is presented in 6
its completeness, represents a success factor, for example in measure TUR 2.1
1 (www.kulje.fi).
Introduction
6
Another
important
success
factor
is
the
promotion
of
the
used
communication
platform
1.1
Purpose of this document
6
to
make
all
citizens
aware
of
it.
Therefore,
it
needs
to
be
considered,
how
to
get
the
1.2
Target group
7
contact details of the right target audience. In TUR 2.2 the fact that the contact details
of the Kupittaa district residents were publicly available made it easier to reach and
them. As an obstacle, no up-to-date public list of all the businesses or
2 communicate
Testingwith
vehicles
in ECCENTRIC
7
organisations operating in Kupittaa (laboratory area, see figure 1) exists. Thus, the
2.1response
Offering
EV-test
fleets torelated
selected
target remained
groups, Stockholm
9
rate to
the mobility
surveys
low.

2.2
2.3

Test fleets, policyFigure
incentives
and 2.2
campaigns
forlaboratory
the uptake area
of electric vehicles, Madrid 11
1: TUR
Kupittaa
Electric lightweight vehicles for
car sharing
logistics, Munich
Source:
City of and
Turku

15

2.4

Electrification of the Municipal Fleet & Promotion of Electro-mobility, Turku

17

2.5

Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm

20

3
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22

Drivers

22

Barriers

24

Success factors in testing EVs

26

Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale

27

Foreseeable impacts

28

Policy Recommendations

29

4
5
6

At the same time, it is important to highlight the fact that it is necessary to have
Conclusions
31
communication with stakeholders on a continuous basis. For example, through steering
groups that represent all the important interest groups, who can take responsibility for
continuously advancing the project’s initiatives. By creating a common vision, or rather
Sources
31
by presenting this vision, it is possible to eliminate ambiguities and ultimately ensure that
all stakeholders work together. Besides the external stakeholders, if measures fit
regional or local development goals and the municipality is interested in measure
objectives, this is a strong driver as well. Furthermore, similar projects can support each
other by raising each other’s awareness.
9

4

In order to involve the most important stakeholders, it is necessary to clearly identify the
target groups at the beginning of the project. The basic prerequisite for transferring the
measure to another area or city is the involvement of the population. By means of existing
statistics, opinion polls or participative on-site processes, the population is to be asked
about the satisfaction of the local transport system and their travel behaviour. Apart from
the population affected, the identification and involvement of stakeholders who can
actively support, or hinder, the project is particularly important. For example, the
landowners in measure TUR 2.2 did not make the implementation of the mobility node
possible, due to the refusal of the land. The diversity of stakeholders must be considered,
Summary
and aExecutive
common strategy
and vision must be developed, as well as an appropriate
stakeholder mapping exercise to make sure all interested groups are involved. The
between the various institutions and local sectors is a challenge. Therefore,
1 cooperation
Introduction
early communication and negotiations with key players are important, to ensure a shared
1.1
Purpose of this document
consensus. Important requirements for project implementation, as well as methods to
1.2
Target group
overcome the previously mentioned barriers, include aspects of project management:
time, costs, and the quality of the project. It is once again evident that early planning,
taking possible risks into account, must be regarded as elementary. At the same time, it
2 has become
Testingclear,
vehicles
in inECCENTRIC
especially
infrastructure-related projects (e.g. TUR 2.2 mobility
see figure
2),fleets
thattofinancial
resources
must
be planned not only in the
2.1node,Offering
EV-test
selected target
groups,
Stockholm
phaseincentives
but also and
during
the planning
the measure
TUR
2.2
2.2implementation
Test fleets, policy
campaigns
for thephase.
uptake In
of electric
vehicles,
Madrid
implementation resources were foreseen in the city budget, but due to the failed
2.3
Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
negotiations with the landowners it failed to be implemented. Therefore, negotiations
2.4with important
Electrification
of the Municipal
& Promotion
of Electro-mobility,
Turkuprocesses
stakeholders
must beFleet
considered
in an early
stage since these
2.5are very
Developing
the Clean
Vehicle
Stockholm
time-consuming
during
thisPortal,
planning
period.
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Figure 2: TUR 2.2 Infrastructure plans for the mobility node
Source: Petteri Kääriä
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In general, planning culture needs to change for projects such as these. This is a
complex process and requires time. Integrating participatory methods can be a way to
change planning culture step by step.
10

4

6

However, it is also apparent that the communication of initial project success during the
project period is an essential factor. Informing all stakeholders about the course of the
project leads to greater transparency and motivation to continue to support the project.

Table
Contents
By testing of
new concepts
in the context of mobility and thus promoting the sustainable
Foreseeable Impacts

organisation of mobility, the awareness and acceptance of the population will increase.
The physical visibility of the measure alone has an impact on the mobility behaviour
and the mobility system of the area. By considering the measure as an inclusive planning
Executive Summary
6
process, further direct effects become apparent, which are described below.
Knowledge on mobility preferences in the pilot region will increase during the measures
Introduction
and the
citizens feel they have a slightly improved possibility to participate in mobility
1.1planning.
Purpose
of this document
Involvement
through participation processes from the outset diversifies the
solutions
and
creates
new positive approaches. The inclusion of all stakeholders
1.2
Target group
increases even more their willingness to participate in the project and to use the system
in the long-term, by sharing the same vision.
same time,
impacts will
always be directly visible in the short-term. Changing
2 At theTesting
vehicles
innot
ECCENTRIC
the participation culture and even user behaviour is a long process and the expected
2.1
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
effects on the mobility behaviour are also expected in the long-term.
2.2
Test fleets, policy incentives and campaigns for the uptake of electric vehicles, Madrid
In contrast to the foreseeable impacts of the measures within the cluster, not all
2.3
Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
measures have direct realistic impacts. Especially resource-intensive projects (see for
2.4example
Electrification
of the
Municipal
Fleet
& Promotion
of 2.2)
Electro-mobility,
Turku
the measure
mobility
node
of measure
TUR
are time-consuming
and
2.5cannot
Developing
the
Clean
Vehicle
Portal,
Stockholm
be implemented in short-term. It will likely not be possible to reconcile the varying
interests and conflicting needs of different stakeholders into a coherent whole, without
incorporating it into a bigger vision of the area.
3 This means
Fromthat
ECCENTRIC
citiesprojects
to replication
in other
places
infrastructure-based
must be preceded
by detailed
planning,
in which all stakeholders and their responsibilities must be involved and clarified early
Drivers
on. Therefore, such projects should be carried out in an integrated planning process
Barriers
and a common and transparently communicated vision.
Success factors in testing EVs
In the case of infrastructure-based projects or those with high planning effort and external
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
dependencies, it may happen that the project plan or individual goals cannot always be
Foreseeable impacts
met. Nevertheless, on the one hand, it could be stated, as an unexpected effect, that
the learning from the measure would have been significantly lower without its partial
failure. This has provided a valuable viewpoint into the complexity and time-consuming
4 naturePolicy
Recommendations
of implementing infrastructure-related projects. On the other hand, it is again
evident here that detailed preparation and coordination activities with all participants
significant impact on the project work.
5 have aConclusions
Regarding information and participation-based measures, the success of the measures
can be weighed primarily through qualitative indicators. Indicators such as awareness,
and acceptance can be used to evaluate them. Since behavioural change
6 satisfaction
Sources
will have a long-term effect, they often cannot be measured directly after successful
project implementation.
However, as mentioned above, it is helpful to obtain the current mood and opinion of the
stakeholders about the course of the project completion, as this is already an initial
indicator of the project’s success.
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Methods such as surveys, interviews or workshops are a suitable way of discussion and
analysing these indicators. With regard of the use intensity of innovative forms of
mobility, utilisation rates can be quantitatively surveyed and supplemented by qualitative
opinion formations.
Those measures can result in starting a larger process to design Regional Sustainable
Urban Mobility Plan. Measures of a sustainable and innovative character often
encounter administrative boundaries in many cities. These partly outdated framework
conditions and transport planning guidelines cannot support these new demands and
need to be revised. For example, due to the digitisation of the mobility system, new
Executive
Summary
framework
conditions
may be necessary. The development of a regional SUMP could
close this gap and respond to the new conditions and redesign the mobility system in a
manner. The methods analysed and tested in the measure are now further
1 sustainable
Introduction
incorporated in the future scenarios within the Regional mobility context and will have a
1.1
Purpose of this document
large impact. Also, such measures can impact significantly on the visions of the pilot area
1.2
Target group
and its future development, as the spearhead project in the city. In those plans, the
lessons learnt relating to the mobility node are incorporated into larger development
plans that are to be implemented imminently.
2 The final
Testing
inmeasures
ECCENTRIC
test forvehicles
the impact of
such as those tested in CIVITAS ECCENTRIC
setting-in
motion
of to
theselected
(institutional
and private)
mechanisms, leading to the
2.1is theOffering
EV-test
fleets
target groups,
Stockholm
resources
for the implementation
of for
plans.
This is of
notelectric
to be vehicles,
expectedMadrid
in the
2.2securing
Test of
fleets,
policy incentives
and campaigns
the uptake
short term, but once knowledge, planning capacity, and governance mechanisms are
2.3
Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
activated, a stable stream of decisions (both form the private and public sector)
2.4supporting
Electrification
of the
Municipal
& Promotion of Electro-mobility, Turku
sustainable
mobility
can Fleet
be expected.
2.5
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
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In general, there are three aspects to nurture regarding inclusive urban planning:
From (such
ECCENTRIC
to data,
replication
inoutreach,
other places
knowledge
as in the cities
shape of
information,
etc.), planning
capacity,
and
governance
mechanisms.
These
aspects
are
addressed
below in their
Drivers
different
forms. The three elements coexist, and one can’t be successful without the
Barriers
synergy with the others.
Success factors in testing EVs
Governance
EnsuringMechanisms
long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
Communication
outreach are essential. By involving the population and all the
Foreseeable and
impacts
important stakeholders, the visibility of the project goals increases and by developing a
common vision, the measures can be successfully implemented. This is not a one-way
street, though. Feedback received through public participation is key for successful
Policy Recommendations
planning. By involving citizens, the measures can be better designed and discussed,
gaining acceptance and ownership, provide more information and generate knowledge.
Governance
mechanisms make the decision-making process more transparent, a
Conclusions
precondition to ensure continuity in favouring conditions for the implementation of plans
and projects. Again, they strengthen planning capacity in the society, and can generate
knowledge
around the local planning system, and the involved individual stakeholders
Sources
(interests, positions, objectives, cooperation opportunities, etc.). Every effort to put the
stakeholder in contact and facilitate discussion among them (and the understanding if
possible), pays off.
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Planning Capacity
Planning capacity is the result of an improved transfer of information and better
governance practices, but it is also highly dependent on the context (cultural, institutional,
etc.). Of the three elements, this is the more difficult to activate, but better governance
and information transfer should help to create links and cooperation that enable better
planning.
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Data, information, and the activities linked to the generation of knowledge and outreach
Executive Summary
have the potential to facilitate the governance processes, and strengthen planning
capacity. Connecting tasks and activities from these three elements is an effective
to activate plans and set their individual projects along the implementation
1 strategy
Introduction
An important
recommendation is that the fewer external dependencies
1.1pipeline.
Purpose
of this document
projects have, the easier they can be implemented. Using CIVITAS ECCENTRIC as an
1.2
Target group
example, this concerned, among other things, property rights. In general, activities that
can be decided and implemented by the city itself are easier to classify. In the case of
dependencies, it is important to contact the affected stakeholders at an early stage
2 direct
Testing
vehicles in ECCENTRIC
and enter negotiations.
2.1
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
If there are several measures or projects in a community that pursue a similar objective,
2.2synergistic
Test fleets,
policycan
incentives
and the
campaigns
thebenefit
uptakefrom
of electric
Madrid
effects
result, and
projectsfor
can
each vehicles,
other. A regular
2.3exchange
Electric between
lightweightinner-city
vehicles for
car sharing
Munich
projects
but and
alsologistics,
through
Europe-wide support
programmes
seems
to
make
sense.
2.4
Electrification of the Municipal Fleet & Promotion of Electro-mobility, Turku

2.5Further
Developing
the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
Considerations
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Infrastructure-based projects require financial resources, for which a sufficient buffer
(contingency) should always be planned. As mentioned above, there may be
From ECCENTRIC cities to replication in other places
interruptions, changes or even a change in the project goals during processing.
Drivers in this case, it is a good idea to have further, additional resources
Furthermore,
available
for the implementation as part of the project, not just from the city budget. A
Barriers
high level
of consideration
of resources
(financial, personnel or even time related) for the
Success
factors in testing
EVs
entire project duration and especially for their preparation are factors that are often
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
overlooked. In the case of innovative projects, this results increasingly from the fact that
Foreseeable impacts
their implementation is often based on a trial and error concept.
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Measures can generally be implemented more quickly and successfully if they are in line
with the
planning
guidelines of the municipality or already included in the current 29
Policy
Recommendations
SUMPs. The idea of a “common vision” is essential not only between all stakeholders
involved, but also within the municipality that is driving the project forward.
Conclusions
31
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1.5. Example measure
TUR 2.1 is chosen as the case study here, whilst information on TUR 2.2 can be
downloaded from the sources which follow.

Measure TUR 2.1 Citizen and stakeholder involvement in mobility planning
Table
of Contents
and new mobility services
The Region of South-West Finland has developed a new planning approach through this
measure, whereby new technologies and social networks have been tested for
Executive
Summary
interactive
and participatory
planning. For this purpose, a concept was developed, which 6
generates an intermodal solution for public transport, combined with a new smart Park
and Ride system.
1
Introduction
6
The purpose of the Park and Ride plan was to produce a feasible Park and Ride
1.1
Purpose of this document
6
development concept for the region, and to identify the potential of relevant and suitable
1.2
Target group
7
locations in the region; a co-operation model and new technologies have both been
tested to enhance smart intermodal solutions. Due to a lack of stakeholder involvement
in the past, a new participatory process is aimed at establishing and improving the
2 comprehensiveness
Testing vehicles
in ECCENTRIC
7
of information about the sustainable mobility system. The spatial
entirefleets
region
of Turku,
which
means
that there is great potential for 9
2.1area covers
Offeringthe
EV-test
to selected
target
groups,
Stockholm
for thepolicy
widerincentives
region orand
even
other areas
cities. of electric vehicles, Madrid 11
2.2upscaling
Test fleets,
campaigns
forand
the uptake

2.3

Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
Implementation

15

2.4
Electrification of the Municipal Fleet & Promotion of Electro-mobility, Turku
Note: The specific steps used by Turku to implement the example measure are
2.5
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
described in the Factsheet developed within the project. The factsheet can be
downloaded here. Below is an aggregated summary of necessary contents and
processes which can inform other cities about how to replicate the approached Turku
3 has used.
From
ECCENTRIC cities to replication in other places
In here, the focus is on the two aspects of the measure, on the one hand the
participatory
Drivers approach through the mobility barometer and the new local website, and on
the other
hand a technological approach through the new Park and Ride system and its
Barriers
intermodal solutions for public transport.
Success factors in testing EVs
The functionality
of the measure
is based
on the
interactive
and participatory process.
Ensuring long-term
sustainability
– from
pilot
to full-scale
By involving
the population
Foreseeable
impacts and politicians, it was possible to develop a joint strategy by
targeting the stakeholders for an intensive information campaign. Thereby, the views and
attitudes of the residents in Turku concerning the regional traffic system plan was
TheRecommendations
aim was to impart knowledge and create awareness. Both were
4 surveyed.
Policy
successful, through the comprehensive online survey (mobility barometer) as well as the
information campaign based on the external website (https://kulje.fi).
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Conclusions
31
Important characteristics for the implementation of the measure include the
transparency and accessibility of the information campaign. To reach all population
groups, it is necessary to choose appropriate media channels: by selecting web-based
Sources
tools and
additional analogue advertising measures, all social groups can be reached 31
and included. The principle of information symmetry and socially fair access plays a
major role here.
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The requirements and work steps of the two chosen approaches – the participatory as
well as the technological approach – are discussed below:
1. Regarding the participative approach, the following factors are necessary to
replicate this measure:

Mobility
survey (barometer): The questionnaire was first established within
Table• of
Contents

a working group, therefore the main stakeholders to be included needed to
be appropriately mapped. This group planned the questions for the
barometer. Spare enough time for the analysis phase and find out what are
Executive
Summary
the issues
that the results of the barometer can influence and who can benefit
from the results. Communicational issues are particularly important: how to
spread the results and incorporate the barometer into the future processes so
1
Introduction
that it becomes a living tool for the future.
1.1
Purpose of this document
• Website Kulje.fi: Communication experts are needed to support the planning
1.2
Target group
process. Procurement of the website and service design providers also play
an important role. Where possible, get some feedback from end users.
Communicational issues and the maintenance of the web page are especially
2
Testing
vehicles in ECCENTRIC
important to consider.
2.1
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
Based on the online survey “Mobility Barometer”, the public has already been reached
2.2and involved.
Test fleets,With
policyhelp
incentives
campaigns
uptake of electric
vehicles,
Madrid
in the and
graphic
designforofthe
information
material,
such as
info
2.3graphics
Electric
lightweight
vehicles
for
car
sharing
and
logistics,
Munich
and thematic maps, the content was presented to the population and politicians
in
a
holistic
and clear
way.Municipal
Additionally,
websiteofhas
been used (http://kulje.fi/)
to
2.4
Electrification
of the
Fleeta&new
Promotion
Electro-mobility,
Turku
as comprehensibly
possible
as to
why the current mobility behaviour needs to
2.5informDeveloping
the Cleanas
Vehicle
Portal,
Stockholm
be changed. The marketing strategy for the website is to increase the reach of
messages. In public relations, reference was made to this website, which is generally
to all politicians
and residents
andto
deals
with various in
issues
in theplaces
region.
3 open From
ECCENTRIC
cities
replication
other
In terms of the participatory approach, basic knowledge of surveys, questionnaire
Drivers
programs and communicational skills as well as project management skills are
Barriers
needed. Furthermore, IT skills and coordination skills are needed to implement and
Success
factors in
maintain
the website
in testing
use. EVs
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
2. Regarding the technological approach of the smart Park and Ride system, the
Foreseeable impacts
following features are necessary to replicate this measure:
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A plan for the Park & Ride scheme was drafted, based on the internal
participatory
results and was forwarded to a consultant, who supported the 29
Policy
Recommendations
identification of the region’s Park and Ride demand and the development of
a concept for planning and implementation (see figure 3)
Conclusions
31
• A steering group was established which participated in the planning process,
developed the plan and supervised the measures implemented by the
consulting company. The city of Turku was one of the participants of the
Sources
31
steering group
•

In terms of required infrastructure, IT-based equipment was needed to
develop an interactive and participatory planning process, which is
characterised by new technologies and social networks.
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In terms of such a working group, people from different fields should be involved to get
vast experience and different points of views.
Figure 3: TUR 2.1 Park and Ride Plan
Source: City of Turku
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the implementation
theretarget
have groups,
been some
changes. The development of
2.1DuringOffering
EV-test fleets phase
to selected
Stockholm
the website kulje.fi was added as a task to the measure as it became evident that more
2.2
Test fleets, policy incentives and campaigns for the uptake of electric vehicles, Madrid
user-friendly information on transport planning was needed for the wider audience.
2.3
Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
The
time
frame of the
projects
is foreseen
reach a maximum
of 7 PM. Turku
Regarding the
2.4
Electrification
of the
Municipal
Fleet & to
Promotion
of Electro-mobility,
Mobility Barometer, planning was already started at the end of 2016. The first survey
2.5
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
took about half a year and was carried out in 2017. The intensive preparation of the first
survey was related to the initial design of the layout and its creative preparation in
general. Less time is therefore required for the subsequent rounds of the survey.
3 Regarding
FromtheECCENTRIC
cities to replication in other places
website, about 8 PM can be planned. This includes the procurement
process
of the website server, its planning and execution. In the case of Turku, for the
Drivers
website
http://kulje.fi/, the procurement process started in spring 2018 and the website
Barriers
was launched
in September
2018.
Success factors
in testing
EVs A continuous update of the content requires additional
human resources and time.
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale

Foreseeable
Business
modelimpacts
and contractual partnerships
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The Council of South-West Finland (measure leader) owns the measure. There are no
formal relationships between the public authority and an industry partner. However, a
Policy Recommendations
29
management consultancy was hired to draw up to the Park and Ride plan. About 50.000
Euros were invested for this purpose. Other activities, such as the participatory
procedure
and the accompanying project management were developed in-house. The 31
Conclusions
costs therefore result in the time resources for the personnel, which is about 7 PM for
the operating expenses of the survey and about 3 PM for the communication costs.
The measure
is financed completely through the CIVITAS ECCENTRIC budget.
Sources
31
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Critical challenges and success factors
One of the key challenges was to raise awareness of politicians and residents on the
participatory methods. Therefore, the use of the website was valuable, in order to
inform them in a comprehensive way. The following key success factors can be
identified in case of Turku:

Table• of
Contents
Good communication and involvement of stakeholder groups, was an
important driver and success factor
•

Having a sufficient consensus between key stakeholders on the importance

Executive
Summary
of reaching
measures objectives was also relevant

6

•

1

Patience. The cultural change needs time, this is a long process and it must
be proceeded step by step
Introduction
6

1.1Lessons
Purpose
of thisfrom
document
learned
implementation/replicability

6

1.2
Target group
The effects of soft measures, such as the information and communication strategy of
measure TUR 2.1, can often only be measured indirectly or in the long-term. Both
mobility behaviour and planning processes are complex and require time. To
2 individual
Testing
vehicles in ECCENTRIC
drive these processes forward, it is a good idea to identify target groups and align suitable
with them.
2.1methods
Offering
EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
In
terms
of
the
barometer,
processfor
was
and it fits
the needs
of
2.2
Test fleets, mobility
policy incentives
andthe
campaigns
thesuccessful
uptake of electric
vehicles,
Madrid
was planned
for. vehicles
In general,
an improvement
in the ways
for disseminating the
2.3what itElectric
lightweight
for car
sharing and logistics,
Munich
questionnaire can always be done in terms of getting more responses.
2.4
Electrification of the Municipal Fleet & Promotion of Electro-mobility, Turku
Furthermore, in terms of the website (http://kulje.fi/,it) would have been beneficial if the
2.5
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
planning group for the pages had been larger. At least communicational experts are
needed more. Also, more input from the end users would have been good, to improve
the participatory output.
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As already
mentioned, it is advantageous as a first step to clearly formulate the target
Barriers
groupSuccess
and, based
on in
this,
to select
factors
testing
EVs suitable methods. All in all, with a heterogeneous
target group, a mix of methods is appropriate. In many cases this can be a webEnsuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
based tool, but also analogous measures to reach older people. A combination of both
Foreseeable impacts
seems to be target-oriented.
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Modern planning culture, due to its complexity, requires a holistic approach. This
Conclusions
31
concerns
both the target-groups and objectives, as well as the methods used.
Although the effects of soft measures (like those in cluster 1) can often only be measured
indirectly or in the long-term, the continuous involvement and monitoring of all
Sources stakeholders and its point of view is very relevant. In addition to 31
(heterogeneous)
informing users continuously about the measures and their background, the preparation
of this information (media, channels, graphics, layout etc.) in a holistic and modern way
is also important.
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4 1.6. Policy
Recommendations
Conclusions
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Especially if the project goals are directly dependent on certain stakeholders, their early
identification and cooperation with them is of great importance. A common vision may
be appropriate for this purpose as well as including residents and experts in
communication and project management strategies in an early stage. Assigning
responsibilities to the stakeholders involved and outsourcing activities to experts –
especially in the case of technical interfaces – are important success factors at an early
stage for avoiding possible hurdles.
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2. Summary of the Cluster: Mobility Management
2.1. European Context of CIVITAS ECCENTRIC

Table
of Contents
New technologies
and social networks have fundamentally changed many spheres of
life. They enable interactive and, above all, participatory involvement in management
processes.
In theExecutive
case of "Mobility
Management" cluster, such activities are considered beneficial in
Summary
order to better involve the residents through the various participatory and informative
processes. The focus is on soft instruments to inform citizens about sustainable mobility
1 in principle,
Introduction
but also to enable individual initiatives via participatory and co-creative
1.1processes.
Purpose
of this
documentapproach in the context of mobility management brings
The
participative
of communication
but also the active “trial and error” of activities and experiences
1.2plentyTarget
group
relating to the sustainable mobility offers (which are themselves defined through special
events with stakeholders, city representatives and citizens). Thus, sustainable mobility
can be
promoted,in
and
a shift to a more sustainable modes will be achieved
2 behaviour
Testing
vehicles
ECCENTRIC
by involving all stakeholders.
2.1
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm

6
6
6
7

7
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2.22.2. Test
fleets, policy
incentives and campaigns
for the uptake of electric
vehicles, Madrid 11
Mobility
Management
as a comprehensive
concept
2.3Cluster
Electric
vehicles
for car“Mobility
sharing and
logistics, Munich
3 in lightweight
ECCENTRIC
addresses
Management”,
which is a concept for
2.4promoting
Electrification
of the
Municipal
& Promotion
of Electro-mobility,
sustainable
mobility
andFleet
managing
the demand
for car-use.Turku
In addition to
2.5infrastructure-based
Developing the projects
Clean Vehicle
Portal,
Stockholm
(so-called
‘hard’
measures), mobility management should
support the change of people’s attitudes and behaviour by using ‘soft’ measures. Such
soft measures are mainly communication-, co-creation-, awareness-, participation- and
3 information-based
From ECCENTRIC
replication
in and
other
placesactivities
approaches,cities
as well to
as organising
services
coordinating
of different partners. The respective target groups and their mobility behaviours and
Drivers
needs play a major role. It is an effective approach since measures are selected and
Barriers
designed
specifically according to the respective target group’s needs.
Success factors in testing EVs
Mobility management is an appropriate measure for all the population, but especially
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
suitable for vulnerable groups of the population (e.g. children and elderly people), often
Foreseeable
impacts
overlooked,
to ensure
their social participation in mobility and thus in society in general.
It is important to explore and respond to the specific needs of the user group and to
introduce them to new mobility services and technologies. By addressing all relevant
4 targetPolicy
Recommendations
groups in
the context of mobility, the knowledge and acceptance of sustainable
mobility offers can be increased.
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In summary,
people should change their mobility behaviour in the long-term with the 31
Conclusions
support of the awareness and adaptation of the new mobility, with the mobility
management measures as a tool to step towards sustainability, i.e. by showing and
presenting
new concepts and alternatives and involvement in their definition and 31
Sources
evolution.
The general potential to replicate measures with a focus on mobility management is
exceptionally large. Since the measures do not require intensive infrastructural
preparations, they can be implemented relatively quickly.
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In principle, it is mainly personnel resource and a good conceptualisation and definition
of the whole process that is needed for a holistic communication strategy. Intensive
contact, common work and synergy with the stakeholders involved is essential for the
preparation of the measure. The actual implementation of the measure plays a major
role: for this purpose, it is important to continuously support the target group concerned
and to actively involve them in the processes (i.e. information and communication
campaign) using an open peer-to-peer strategy. This often requires intensive personnel
support from external stakeholders and project management. Furthermore, bottom up
participation formats are a promising factor for achieving the project objectives.
Executive
Indicators
such as Summary
satisfaction, awareness raising and acceptance show (and can
directly help shape) the extent to which we accept new mobility concepts and will use
in the long-term. These participatory processes are generally easy to apply to all
1 them Introduction
target groups and do not differ greatly in terms of spatial or seasonal aspects.
1.1
Purpose of this document
holistic information and communication strategies within participatory
1.2In summary,
Target group
processes are a promising approach to jointly shaping the mobility of tomorrow. Within
CIVITAS ECCENTRIC, 5 measures were implemented in cluster 3, which deal with the
mobility vehicles
management
table 1).
2 topic of
Testing
in(see
ECCENTRIC
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2.1

Table 2: Measures of WP2 Cluster 3 – Mobility Management
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm

2.2

Test fleets,
policy elements
incentives and campaignsMeasure
for the uptakeCity
of electric vehicles,
Madrid 11
Cluster
Partner(s)

9

2.3

Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
15
Citizens participation via local community
MUC 2.7
Munich
Domagkpark
eG 17
2.4
Electrification of
the Municipal Fleet & Promotion
of Electro-mobility,
Turku
portal
2.5

3

Developing
the Clean strategies
Vehicle Portal,
Mobility
management
for Stockholm
AYTOMADRID,
MAD 2.8
Madrid
vulnerable groups
GEA 21
Neighbourhood oriented marketing of
MUC 2.9 in
Munich
LH Muenchen
From ECCENTRIC
cities
to replication
other places
sustainable
multimodal mobility
services
Transfer
Drivers– exchanging ICT for everyday
MUC 2.10 Munich
Green City e.V.
mobility between generations
Barriers
Information,
and
awareness
raising RUS 2.11
Ruse
CSDCS
Success training
factors in
testing
EVs

5
6

22
24
26
27

Foreseeable impacts

28

Mobility Management can have many forms and can be perceived in many ways by
Policy
different
target Recommendations
groups. It can also be shaped according to local characteristics. Cluster 29
3 in Work Package 2 contains five measures in three cities, which address different target
groups, contents and communication strategies in order to change mobility behaviour in
Conclusions
31
the long-term. All measures and their backgrounds are briefly presented below:
• In measure MUC 2.7, the new community information and participation portal
(https://www.domagkpark.de/),
is a modern and direct way of informing residents in 31
Sources
their neighbourhood about local services and mobility offers in the neighbourhood
as well as current activities. By linking as much information as possible on the newly
established website, this helps prevent information asymmetry (i.e. one party having
more information than another) and the exclusion of population groups in the
mobility and city district management.
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Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale

2.3. Brief summary of the respective measures

4

20

Through the barrier-free website, which is available to everyone, transparent
information and planning can be encouraged with the involvement of the residents,
due to its discussion and exchange function. In the long-term, mobility behaviour
can be changed towards a more sustainable direction.

• Measure MAD 2.8 develops and implements a participative process based on a
Table
of Contents
P2P (peer to peer) strategy, by focusing on vulnerable groups, such as elderly
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1.1
1.2
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2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

3
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people (MAD 2,8 a) and children and teenagers (MAD 2.8b), who deserve
increased attention in mobility planning. Accessibility in general appears to be a
critical
factor forSummary
both target groups that needs to be improved. By including these
Executive
groups in the planning process, sustainable mobility should be promoted and,
finally, the general mobility aspects for these target groups should be improved. In
Introduction
order
to support the design and decision-making processes of mobility policies, an
innovative
Purpose ofpeer-to-peer,
this documentbottom-up approach for communication was established.
Many
Targetmobility
group management activities in the course of the project were designed
using this and good results in the modal shift of these target groups were achieved.
• Measure MUC 2.9 provides a comprehensive range of mobility management
Testingthrough
vehicles
ECCENTRIC
services
variousinactions
with different target groups. The holistic approach
allows all residents and people who regularly spend time in the neighbourhood (e.g.
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
pupils or employees) to shape it together and promote mobility in a sustainable way.
Test fleets, policy incentives and campaigns for the uptake of electric vehicles, Madrid
This includes: residents (2.9a), with an analogue dialogue-based marketing
Electric lightweight
for car (2.9b),
sharing with
and logistics,
campaign;
families vehicles
and children
several Munich
actions with a focus on
Electrificationinof
the Municipal
& Promotion
of employees
Electro-mobility,
Turku
gamification
mobility;
as wellFleet
as companies
and
(2.9c),
with a digital
Developing
the Clean Vehicle
Stockholm
ride
pooling application
called Portal,
“JobRide”.
The residents (MUC 2.9a) can enter a dialogue that offers information and mobility
advice, by responding to local offers that have been developed specifically for the
From ECCENTRIC
citiesthat
to all
replication
other places
neighbourhood.
This is to ensure
residents can in
be considered
in the planning
process
and
can
obtain
information
on
all
sustainable
mobility
offers.
This should
Drivers
increase
Barriers the usage rate of new mobility services in the long term and bring about a
change in mobility behaviour.
Success factors in testing EVs
Families
children
(MUC 2.9b)
can be
addressed
relatively easily in order to
Ensuringand
long-term
sustainability
– from
pilot
to full-scale
motivate
and make
them aware of actions related to mobility. Various activities have
Foreseeable
impacts
been developed (Accompanying mobility “Bus mit Füßen”, theatre play “Let’s Go!”,
scavenger hunt “kreuz & quer” and mobility education “Bambini”). Through these
activities, even young children can deal with the topic of mobility and learn how to
Policy Recommendations
move independently and safely on the road. With the help of gamification these
actions are easy to implement and spatially transferable, as hardly any spatial
differences
can be detected.
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As a third component, another target group comprising companies and employees
was addressed to actively reduce the share of motorised private transport. By
Sourcescarpooling through a joint and cross-company strategy called “JobRide” 31
promoting
(MUC 2.9c), negative effects on traffic should be reduced. Digital applications were
used for the implementation, with an approach based on user-friendliness.
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• Measure MUC 2.10 acts as an interface between the generations. “Transfer” was
implemented with the aim of providing senior citizens with a better understanding of
the possibilities of modern communication devices in terms of sustainable mobility.
In this way, barrier-free access to mobility can be increased for seniors. Pupils are
trained to introduce these devices (internet, smartphones, apps) to elderly people
and help them organise their daily mobility. Therefore, a new interface approach
was established by combining different target groups with different possibilities of
telecommunication, in the context where the respective applications already exist
and thus actions are easy to implement. This measure is discussed in more detail
Summary
6
inExecutive
sections which
follow.
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• Measure RUS 2.11 aims to create awareness of the benefits of sustainable mobility
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discussed and promoted at several interfaces. As a result, not only increased
attention, and awareness on the topic of sustainable mobility was generated, but
also new, long-term cooperation between the stakeholders involved was achieved.
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2.4. Drivers
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implemented in the living labs will be used for this purpose.
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In summary, various drivers and barriers can be identified for cluster 3. These factors
Conclusions
31
are mainly
social and scientific rather than technically-based.

Main requirements

6

All in Sources
all, these measures require few resources and are therefore relatively easy to 31
implement. Nonetheless, a holistic concept and strategy is needed to implement the
measures from this cluster. The most important requirement for such measures is a
simple but innovative concept, which can explain the topic of modern mobility in a
meaningful way and represents added value for the user.
22

4

Thereby the interest of the user is stimulated. On the one hand, the measure should
appeal to all residents, but at the same time it should also be possible to modify it to suit
specific target groups. This is intended to highlight the respective user needs of the
different target groups and to consider them in a special way.

Another further important requirement is represented by the human resources. Within
Table
of Contents
the measures these are needed to make organisational preparations, to take part in

complex participative processes but also to transfer content and knowledge. Many of the
measures are based on a professional or, to be precise, on an educational approach to
involve
the target Summary
groups within the participatory processes. In addition to this 6
Executive
educational approach, a participatory approach based on joint project work is pursued.
The target groups themselves therefore have a special role to play. The local residents
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They
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children and elderly people, see measures MAD 2.8, MUC 2.9 or MUC 2.10).
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necessary. Local stakeholders are familiar with the local conditions and the residents
and can therefore work on target group-specific solutions and refer to existing local
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New technologies, services and communication strategies can be used as an
innovative and interactive way, to transfer knowledge. In this respect, modern and
technical prerequisites (apps, platforms, API, etc.) are particularly necessary or useful,
to implement and to promote the measure (see figure 1). Therefore, new technologybased mobility services, devices and digital applications play a major role in mobility
management. Important infrastructural resources are listed below:
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• Digital hardware, such as computers, screens, and WIFI (see MUC 2.10, MAD 2.8
and RUS 2.11)
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• Digital
software,
such as websites, platforms, applications, or specific software 6
(see MUC 2.7, MUC 2.10 and RUS 2.11)
1

• Data
legal requirements and capacities (see MUC 2.9)
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1.1 • Locations
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thisconferences,
document events, and training (see MUC 2.10 and RUS 2.11).
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1.2
Target group
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When it comes to participatory processes, communication is a key factor in addition to
human resources. Therefore, it is important to offer direct communication possibilities
in a local approach, based in the centres where people meet (schools or senior centres).
2
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The integration of interactive and digital communication media has been extremely
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measures
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channels must be themselves be promoted through campaigns, events, and public
relation activities, supported by a direct dialogue.
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Expected difficulties
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Drivers
Difficulties may arise during implementation. The CIVITAS ECCENTRIC project has
Barriers
already identified some barriers that may occur in relation to those measures. The target
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testing EVs are defined by a heterogeneous set of different
groups
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Ensuring
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people
and user
needs as
well as user– from
behaviour.
also includes some vulnerable
Foreseeable
groups
of people,impacts
which specific user needs that require increased attention and
consideration in planning, such as children or senior citizens. These shows, for example,
a higher degree of skepticism towards new technologies or a lack of confidence to use
them.Policy
They need
special attention and tools to help them understand the measures and
Recommendations
objectives regarding modern mobility in a simple or playful way.
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In particular,
some older people have low technical skills and therefore need additional 31
Conclusions
explanations about technical devices and equipment (computer, internet, apps etc.). At
the same time, it has been shown that a lack of interest on the part of the target group
is often
a major problem in mobility management if the measures are not designed to be 31
Sources
target-group specific, are too complex or too many changes occur during
implementation. Problems in Cluster 3 were mainly of a technical nature: particularly
measures based on technical infrastructure or digital communication strategies are
sometimes error-prone (see MUC 2.7, MUC 2.9c). For example, problems arose during
the use of the “JobRide” app in Munich.
24
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22

Data-related measures must always be kept up-to-date and in the best case require realtime data. Interfaces to another website can also quickly lead to problems (technical and
ownership related reasons). Technical support is indispensable for this. Especially the
dependence on different stakeholders (software provider, website provider, data owners,
users, intermediate providers etc.) can lead to difficulties. In certain cases, too little
capacity in terms of human resources could also lead to difficulties. Thus, long-term
planning and coordination with the involved stakeholders is essential.
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Several success factors have been identified to circumvent or solve the listed difficulties.
To raise the interest of the population, a measure that can be easily integrated into the
life of the population and which brings added value is needed. Using
1 everyday
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stakeholders and thus the expected user rate is increased.
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2 measure?
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of theECCENTRIC
measure. Thus, knowledge
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From
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should be mentioned here: This playful approach increases interest in the
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measure and facilitates its use. As an example, the scavenger hunt “kreuz & quer” in
MUC Success
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factors
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In terms of incentives, the free test tickets for mobility services (MUC 2.9a, see figure 3)
can be mentioned here. To use these aids, the importance of explaining the technical
devices and make them accessible and usable to all age groups is of relevance.
25
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6

Figure 6: MUC 2.9a test tickets for car sharing
Source: City of Munich
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Figure 7: RUS 2.11 Stakeholder involvement via conferences
Source: City of Ruse
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The allocation and transfer of responsibilities and self-organisation of the project
generates clear structures. The integration of the target group as a further responsible
Conclusions
31
group as part of their own project can also promote such organisation (see measures
MAD 2.8, figure 5). An inter-generational approach is also shown to be promising in
approach (measure MUC 2.10: pupils show senior citizens the functions of smartphones
Sources
31
and mobility apps, whereby both target groups benefit from the social exchange, see
figure 6). This approach, based on its social exchange between people and target
groups, has been also a success factor for MAD 2.8 activities.
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Figure 8: MAD 2.8 Pedestrian club ‘walk with us’ for older people
Source: City of Madrid
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2.2
Test fleets, policy incentives and campaigns for the uptake of electric vehicles, Madrid
already mentioned meetings and seminars in Ruse (RUS 2.11, see figure 4) also
2.3
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contribute to a common strategy and success of the measures in the city.
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The final success factor is the final project evaluation, even self-evaluation by the target
2.5
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
groups. It is of great importance that the population is aware about the success of the
project after it has ended. This can maintain interest in the project in the long-term,
enable long-lasting effects and changes in behaviour and, finally, increase the visibility
3 of future
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projects.
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SinceSuccess
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costs are sustainability
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of CIVITAS ECCENTRIC, the
Ensuring
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costs could be financed entirely by the EU-funding. In the case of measure MUC 2.7,
Foreseeable impacts
however, a new financing approach was chosen. In the case of MAD 2.8, the city of
Madrid complements the CIVITAS ECCENTRIC funds with a municipal contract to
support activities in schools annually renovated. By placing advertisements on the
Policy Recommendations
neighbourhood homepage, advertisement entries could be included and thus the
homepage could become self-financing in the long-term. In the case of the “JobRide”
car-sharing
platform in Measure MUC 2.9, the licences for the application use were paid
Conclusions
for by the companies themselves. The funds for advertising and communication were
otherwise borne by the cities themselves and should not be underestimated. Especially
for modern
and attractive marketing strategies, which in the best case will be operated
Sources
continuously, financial means are necessary.
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Human resources and skills
Knowledge and its transfer within the projects are mentioned as the most important
success factor. This requires human resources to develop and transfer it. The personal
dialogue with the target group creates a clear advantage of participatory processes, as
knowledge can be cumulated. At the same time, it requires active employees who can
pass on project knowledge to the participants. Pedagogical and facilitation skills are
therefore in the foreground, especially in projects with children or senior citizens (see
Executive Summary
6
MAD 2.8, figure 7).
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Figure 9: MAD 2.8 participatory process with pupils
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At the same time, these tasks and skills can be transferred and outsourced to other
stakeholders in the long-term. This also means that project responsibility can be handed
know-how and support are indispensable in all aspects, and especially
3 over. Technical
From ECCENTRIC
cities to replication in other places
for technical-based projects, as technical problems are always to be expected.
Drivers
In summary, participatory projects mainly focus on the communicative and
Barriers skills of the project participants. Constant communication with mixed
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Involved stakeholders and the communication strategy, used internally and externally,
play a major role. This also applies to public and political actors. In these measures, it
Policy
Recommendations
has been
shown
that it is of success for the project if the political guidelines and the 29
implemented project pursue the same key objectives. A common vision not only helps
the project to achieve a better starting situation and public acceptance but can also
Conclusions
31
benefit
from synergistic effects or already established funding.
A legitimisation of the project by public, representative players can clarify many
discussions
in advance. In addition, political actors have further opportunities and rights 31
Sources
to promote the project through their executive legislation: For example, through the
free provision of data, legal orders for the implementation of necessary infrastructure or,
more generally, through the possibility of initiating necessary cooperation or
commissioning it by contract. Therefore, the City of Ruse set up an opening event and
specific training for political and industrial stakeholders and partners (see figure 8).
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Figure 10: RUS 2.11 participative events in Ruse in the case of tailor-made
seminars
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Domagkpark and Parkstadt Schwabing (living lab) for the project in order to directly and
send the mobility information package to the citizens (see figure 9).
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Figure 11: MUC 2.9a mobility information package with order form
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This personalised approach made it possible to increase the response rate. The fact
Policy
Recommendations
that the
direct mail
came officially from the City of Munich as sender with an official logo 29
also increased the trust and acceptance of the population in the project. The data used
was applied exclusively within the project for the stated purpose and was not used for
Conclusions
31
any further measures or actions. In general, representative actors in politics bring higher
possibilities to win necessary resources, achieve cooperation, bring institutions on board
for the project or even involve them bindingly. The approval and acceptance of the
Sources
31
population is probably the most important criterion for the success of the project and will
be further explained below.
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Long-term effects and sustainability
To be able to increase the effect and success of a measure in the long-term, the
following steps are necessary or have proven to be promising according to cluster 3:
•

Projects require consistent added value and user-friendliness

• Thisof
can Contents
be enabled if the individual actions and meetings are carried out
Table
continuously in an adapted form (at a high implementation rate), in a framework
of a long-term strategy

•

6

•

1
1.1
1.2

2

This only applies if the project elements are always kept up to date, especially
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platforms/websites are used

This also requires a continuous communication strategy for the project to
ensure the visibility of the project (internal and external, such as press releases, 6
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online news
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of thisetc.)
document
6
• Target
In order
to be able to shape the project in the long-term, tasks and knowledge 7
group
can be outsourced and transferred to other actors (NGOs, municipal institutions
like kindergartens, schools, senior centres etc.)
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Stockholm
the personal added value, often no direct visible effect from the outside.
In general, a positive perception is to be expected. Acceptance seems to be rather high,
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Increasing interest of residents and involved stakeholders in new forms of
mobility

Policy Recommendations
29
In measures that specifically deal with new forms of mobility services, an increase in the
use of alternative forms of mobility (public transport, bike, and car sharing) can be
confirmed.
These are small but significant changes that are to be promoted further in the 31
Conclusions
long-term and thus made permanent. The project showed an enormous increase in the
proportion of walking, a sustainable means of transport that has interesting effects on
urbanSources
quality, by reducing traffic in general and which on the other hand leads to lively 31
cities.
Regarding measures, focusing specifically on vulnerable groups, a high increase in
walking and in the use of public transport could be observed. Thus, an average change
in the modal split can be noticed due to reduction in car use among pupils and seniors,
towards an increased use in the modal share of public transport and walking.
30
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In contrast, a reduction in the use of motorised individual transport is expected to a
minor or even negligible extent within short project periods, as the elderly people in
neighbourhoods use scarcely this mode. Behavioural change and decreasing car
dependency can take place if measures are lasting in time, and users can rely on them
permanently. Otherwise no change in that regard is to be expected.
Apart from the effects in the area of mobility, further effects of the measures could be
observed, which are listed below.
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Here, social aspects are particularly worth mentioning. For example, new contacts can
be established
and intensified
through the participatory and inter-generational projects.
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The cultural and inter-generational exchange is mentioned by the participants as a very
positive comment. This also applies to the institutions, stakeholders and companies
1 involved,
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as well as politicians. In summary, a better networking of the neighbourhood
private of
and
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1.1on thePurpose
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management measures. Participation increases interest in the variety of solutions and
2.4
Electrification of the Municipal Fleet & Promotion of Electro-mobility, Turku
thus not least the acceptance of using new services and choosing alternatives. This is
2.5
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
because personalised and individualised solutions can create great added value for
users, ultimately leading to a lasting change in their mobility behaviours.
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Various
methods
have been used
measure
the directinand
indirect
effects. Some 22
From
ECCENTRIC
citiesto to
replication
other
places
quantitative measurement methods could be used to analyse the user behaviour of
Drivers
22
mobility
choices. Those most commonly used are:
24
• Barriers
User figures: e.g. user of car sharing/ride pooling

factors in
testing EVsRegistration rates: e.g. workshop or conference 26
• Success
Participant
numbers,
Ensuring
long-term
sustainability
– from
27
participants,
massive
activities in
streetpilot to full-scale
impacts
28
• Foreseeable
Dwell times
on websites
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6

In the case of softer measures that focus on participation procedures, the following
indicators can be highlighted:
•
•

Policy Recommendations

29

Conclusions
Positive coverage in public media

31

Personal feedback at events, campaigns, within cooperation and of involved
actors

Policy Recommendations

Sources
Regarding
projects with a participatory focus, involving various participants and 31
stakeholders, a common strategy and vision seems to be appropriate. Administrative
actors must support or actively promote the project in a way that has a high public profile.
Official negotiations, cooperation and contracts help to ensure that the projects are
implemented within the defined planning.
31

4

A better understanding of all stakeholders and tasks can be achieved. Individual projects
can also be used to achieve targeted large-scale campaigns and changes in transport
policy. Based on the understanding and the support of sustainable mobility among local
population, a level of support for the implementation of SUMP can be obtained, for
example. Further, this can radically change one’s perceptions by introducing a MaaR
(mobility as a right) concept, which is based on mobility management.
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Thanks to the successful implementation of such projects and the progress made by the
community in terms of transport policy, new laws and measures can be tackled more
easilyExecutive
in the future. This
could include a new parking management or a car sharing law,
Summary
for example. Legal measures can be an important factor for the project and the mobility
turnaround. In general, clear responsibilities within contractual agreements and
1 intensive
Introduction
communication about the project progress are important recommendations.
to the
extension
of the measure in time, the political stakeholders should also
1.1In addition
Purpose
of this
document
on thegroup
spatial extension of the measure.
1.2focus Target
However, to promote participatory projects in the context of sustainable mobility,
infrastructure-based projects must be promoted at the same time, so that soft and
2 hard measures
Testing can
vehicles
in ECCENTRIC
be developed
in parallel. In these matters, it is essential that planning
for such projects be started early on and that the financial resources can be obtained.
2.1
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
This also applies to the necessary cooperation and involved stakeholders: an early
2.2
Test fleets, policy incentives and campaigns for the uptake of electric vehicles, Madrid
involvement of the most important stakeholders generates project security. The time
2.3factorElectric
lightweight
car sharing
logistics, Munich
was mentioned
asvehicles
a criticalfor
factor
in almostand
all measures
carried out in this cluster.
2.4Early Electrification
the Municipal
& Promotion
of especially
Electro-mobility,
Turku
planning and of
preparation
wereFleet
mentioned
here as
important
factors, for
2.5whichDeveloping
the Clean
Vehicle Portal,
Stockholm
a continuous
and intensive
exchange
is necessary.
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However, a smooth processing of a project cannot always be guaranteed. It is also
apparent that sometimes not all prerequisites for implementation have been created in
From
ECCENTRIC
cities toproblems
replication
places
advance:
in some
cases, data protection
still hadin
to other
be solved,
which became
apparent
during
the
CIVITAS
ECCENTRIC
project
period.
A
collection
of possible
Drivers
risks Barriers
therefore does not only seem to be essential by the project manager alone but also
together with important actors, using external programs, infrastructure, or data. All in all,
Success factors in testing EVs
measures concerning mobility behaviour are of a complex and long-term nature: thus,
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
intensive preparation of the topic seems to be indispensable.
Foreseeable impacts
Especially projects in which participants work face-to-face with participants, direct
feedback can be included in the course of the project. Fast feedback can also be given
through digital media. Especially for the communication strategies (website design,
Policy Recommendations
navigation tools, user-friendliness, and interfaces in general) it is important to be able to
request feedback quickly so that the usage can be offered successfully. This shows that
technical
support is a good way to successfully implement future projects and to be
Conclusions
prepared for problems. A negative feedback also concerned the communication strategy:
Within an intensive mobility management campaign an information overload can occur,
for example,
and lead to a decline in residents’ interest in the project. Mobility
Sources
management programs need to have a long-term perspective if they want to become a
real alternative. Users need a reliable mobility solution, that they can count on to organize
their activities. Only then users can start thinking about changing their mobility behaviour,
and eventually reduce car dependency.
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Overall, the presented measures can be no doubt recommended. They can be quickly
implemented and require relatively few resources. However, it is important that the
measure is in line with the current challenges on site. Especially in the context of mobility,
which is subject to rapid change, it is important to establish appropriate and up-to date
measures. Well organised participatory formats generate great interest and satisfaction
among the population and the knowledge transfer and effects in modal change could
become a great success for the project. Here, however, it is evident that the more, and
well-planned structure with repetition or updating of the successful actions, the greater
and more long-lasting the effect. Regarding knowledge transfer and recurrent
Executive
Summary
implementation,
skilled
human resources and time are particularly necessary. Local 6
institutions and cooperation partners can take on responsibilities and tasks here,
constant communication through the city should be ensured.
1 whereby
Introduction
6
project along the process and at the end and its presentation to 6
1.1The evaluation
Purpose of of
thisthe
document
is important to generate greater acceptance for future projects and give 7
1.2the population
Target group
back the volunteer participants the impact of the measure. However, an intensive
monitoring during the project period is also important to react to possible changes or
problems.
A common
knowledge base and common vision enable a 7
2 unforeseen
Testing
vehicles
in ECCENTRIC
successful cooperation and implementation of the project.
2.1
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
9
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2.2

Test fleets, policy incentives and campaigns for the uptake of electric vehicles, Madrid 11

2.32.6. Electric
lightweight
vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
Example
measures

15

2.4
Electrification of the Municipal Fleet & Promotion of Electro-mobility, Turku
17
MUC 2.10 is chosen as the case study here, whilst information on other measures can
2.5be downloaded
Developingfrom
the Clean
Vehiclewhich
Portal,
Stockholm
20
the sources
follow.
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Measure MUC 2.10 Transfer – Exchange communication and information
technology
for everyday mobility
between
generations
From ECCENTRIC
cities to
replication
in other places
22
This measure was completed with very positive feedback from the pupils and the seniors
Drivers
who participated in the project “Transfer”. The project is offering inter-generational
Barriers
training
where teenagers coach senior citizens in workshops how to use the internet,
Success factors
in testing EVs
smartphones
and applications
for organizing their daily mobility (see figure 11). Thus,
sustainability
– from
pilot totechnologies
full-scale
seniorEnsuring
citizens long-term
will become
more erudite
in modern
and devices and learn
how toForeseeable
use these for
travel planning. Finally, the project will motivate seniors to intensify
impacts
walking cycling, using public transport and car sharing models instead of using their own
car or taxi services. Due to the demographic change, the proportion of older people in
the society
is increasing.
To guarantee access to mobility in a socially fair manner, not
Policy
Recommendations
only infrastructural offers are needed, but also soft measures to bring these offers closer
to their users. At the same time, the students will improve their skills and abilities in
Conclusions
communicating
complex technical issues to an older generation and will make them
aware of the wide range of mobility offers and services, too.
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Figure 12: MUC 2.10 Pictogram “Transfer” Source: CIVITAS ECCENTRIC
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Note: To obtain a detailed version of the necessary implementation steps, reference is
2.1madeOffering
EV-test
fleets developed
to selected by
target
Stockholm
here to the
factsheet
the groups,
project that
can be accessed here.” Due to 9
2.2the replication
Test fleets, policy
incentives
and campaigns
for the uptake
of electric
vehicles,
Madrid
potential,
the following
list contains
the most
important
steps
and 11
forlightweight
other citiesvehicles
to replicate
thesharing
measure.
2.3comments
Electric
for car
and logistics, Munich
15

2.4In a training
Electrification
of the
Fleet & Promotion
Electro-mobility,
Turku
session,
theMunicipal
students explain
the basic of
operation
of technical
equipment
2.5(smartphones,
Developingpersonal
the Clean
Vehicle Portal,
Stockholm
computer,
internet)
as well as extensive functions of digital
platforms, dealing with mobility services. Therefore, at least two professional trainers are
supporting and leading the training session with the pupils and seniors. In small groups
and seniors,
the content
is brought
closer in at least
workshops
of 90 minutes
3 of pupils
From
ECCENTRIC
cities
to replication
in5other
places
each. The training takes place in computer rooms in the school, for which computers and
Drivers
WIFI must be provided. As most schools do not allow pupils, teachers, and visitors to
Barriers
access
their wireless network, a mobile router from the project leader was provided and
factors in testing
EVs
used Success
for the workshops.
Additionally,
workshop material (worksheets adapted to local
publicEnsuring
transportlong-term
circumstances)
is provided.
sustainability
– from pilot to full-scale
The concept
of the
workshop programme has been developed and adopted (e.g.
Foreseeable
impacts
number of modules, focus areas, order of teaching, definition of web- and app-based
mobility services to be explained). The themes are structured along the following topics:
Workshop
1: Introduction
4 • Policy
Recommendations
• Workshop 2: Local public transport I
• Workshop 3: Local public transport II
Workshop 4: Long distance journeys by coach and train
5 • Conclusions
The educational material (presentations, work sheets, exercise) has been developed by
the measure leader and has been forwarded to participating schools. Necessary
for establishing the concepts contain funding, time, knowledge of the local
6 requirements
Sources
public transport network, skills in terms of mobile devices, internet, and apps and at least
experience in the conception, organisation and execution of high-quality educational
projects. As an additional advice, it must be mentioned, that the research and planning
phase for this measure can be considered as an on-going process because each
workshop series needs to be prepared in an iterative development.
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Thus, every implementation requires preparation work which consists of approaching
schools and elderly people, as well as preparing the worksheets and lessons.
Based on the established concept, the communication strategy started to gain
participants: the local secondary school has been contacted to participate in the measure
by letters and phone calls. Regarding the target group, seniors have been contacted to
participate in the workshops by press releases or advertisement in institutions for elderly
people. A project website was launched, with current information.
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It has been proven that enough time should be scheduled for the search of participants
beforehand.
SchoolsSummary
plan their curriculum well in advance so several months can be
Executive
considered for arrangements. Also, the designation to the elderly is advisably done
weeks in advance. Approach and communication with senior participants can take more
1 time than
Introduction
expected, so should not be underestimated. The post-processing work like
coverage
evaluation is still on-going and thus no exact information on the
1.1reflexion,
Purpose
of thisand
document
timegroup
can be given.
1.2needed
Target
The implementation of the measure started based on the content-based concept and
the interest of local schools and seniors. Each group, ideally consisting of one pupil and
is working
on its in
ownECCENTRIC
computer with internet access (see figure 12, middle).
2 one senior,
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Figure 13: MUC 2.10 training with pupils (up left), inter-generational approach
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
9
(down left) and “age suit” (right)
2.2
Test fleets, policy incentives and campaigns for the uptake of electric vehicles, Madrid 11
Source: Green City e.V. Sebastian Henkes
2.3
Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
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DuringConclusions
the implementation, changes occurred: At the beginning the workshops were 31
held twice each (8 in total; workshops 1-4 - preparation, with separated groups of pupils
and seniors; workshops 5-8 - actual implementation with pupils and seniors). It turned
out that
the available time of the schools was not enough for so many preparatory 31
Sources
workshops, so schools were not interested. Hence, they were reduced to 3 workshops.
Another reason could be that the motivation decreases when there are too many
workshops. This is another reason why the number of workshops has been reduced, but
the duration has been increased from 120 to 180 minutes. This revised version has
significantly reduced the dropout rate of elderly participants and schools.
35

4

Business model and contractual partnerships
The measure is owned by the organization Green City e.V. in Munich and has been
realised without any industry partner. The costs to implement the solution depend on the
number of implementations. Per implementation costs around 5000 € are needed for
personnel and material (concept, organisation, coordination, execution, and evaluation).
The measure was fully funded by the EU in case of CIVITAS ECCENTRIC.
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Critical challenges and success factors
DuringExecutive
implementation
and evaluation several challenges occurred:
Summary
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1. The main challenge in this measure is to find secondary schools with enough time
resources to take part in the project. Principals and teaching staff considered the
1
Introduction
topic interesting but the measure requires many extra hours besides the regular
1.1
Purpose which
of this document
schedule
is quite impossible to manage for many schools. To solve this
1.2
Target group
problem
schools with a focus on social or environmental science are privileged,
because they can integrate the workshop series into their regular curriculum. Another
solution is to offer the workshop series during special project days or compress the
2
Testing workshops
vehiclesforinthe
ECCENTRIC
preparation
students into one project day.
the workshops
withto elderly
it is notStockholm
recommended to condense the
2.12. For
Offering
EV-test fleets
selectedpeople
target groups,
lessons.
Toopolicy
much
new input
once is not
for thevehicles,
senior citizen,
2.2
Test fleets,
incentives
and at
campaigns
for recommended
the uptake of electric
Madrid
and thorough repetitions are inevitable for a transfer and application in their daily
2.3
Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
routine. If there is no other option, the number of workshops can be reduced from
2.4
Electrification
of the
Municipal
& Promotion
Electro-mobility,
eight
to six or even
five,
thereby Fleet
offering
one or twooffewer
preparationTurku
workshops for
2.5
Developing
the
Clean
Vehicle
Portal,
Stockholm
the pupils and one workshop fewer for the final generational exchange.
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3. Additionally, it can be challenging to find enough elderly participants for the
workshops, especially the ones that are interested in the course’s main topic
From ECCENTRIC
cities elderly
to replication
other to
places
‘mobility’.
It seems that several
people only in
participate
receive a free 22
smartphone
or internet introduction.
Drivers
22
To overcome
Barriers these challenges, some success factors could be identified:
24
1. A Success
well-prepared
PR
workEVs
and the communication of the workshop series via 26
factors in
testing
distribution
lists (likesustainability
the newsletter
of pilot
the to
NGO
Green City e.V.) which are 27
Ensuring long-term
– from
full-scale
predominantly
subscribed to by ecologically-orientated persons.
Foreseeable impacts
28
2. On the other hand, the announcement of the course to provide a free computer and
a smartphone workshop attracts people who have never thought about changing
their
mobility
patterns. This helps to generate a wider ranged target group for eco- 29
Policy
Recommendations
friendly solutions.
3. Elderly people only participate in one or two workshops instead of the whole series.
ToConclusions
solve this problem, the amount of workshop meetings has been reduced from 31
four to three times, while the workshops’ time frame has increased. Good
experiences have been made with this new model and the dropout rate has been
Sources
31
reduced
significantly.
4. A general key success factor concerns the inter-generational approach. Senior
citizens learn from teenagers how to use web-based applications and technical
devices for planning their daily mobility. However, the pupils benefit from gaining
social and teaching skills.
36
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5. The experience of “being old” by wearing the ‘old age suit’ gives the teenagers a
better understanding of arising problems. Due to this playful approach, pupils were
motivated and benefit from the measure as well. One of the key success factors of
the project is that the exchange about a special topic fosters inter-generational
understanding along the way.
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Lessons learned from implementation/replicability

1

Regarding the conceptual work of the measure, it is important that the training fits to
individual needs. Therefore, the most important information about public and longExecutive Summary
6
distance transport services and the related web-based functions is supposed to be given
first. Integrating general internet functions in the workshop helps to reach more people,
even those
who are not interested in an ecological lifestyle in the first place.
Introduction
6

1.1The focus
Purpose
of this
of the
firstdocument
preparatory lessons for the pupils is the introduction to the effect
of
their
own
mobility
patterns on climate change and fostering their understanding of
1.2
Target group
needs and impairments of elderly people. For this issue, the ‘old age suit’ is a highly
recommended tool.
to cooperate
with secondary schools. This facilitates engaging an
2 It is recommended
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adequate number of teenagers for the project. In addition, continuity is assured because
2.1
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
school-boys and girls are obliged to take part in the workshop in most cases. Advice for
2.2a successful
Test fleets,
policy incentives
and campaigns
for theinuptake
of electric
vehicles,
Madrid
cooperation
with schools
can be found
the section
“critical
challenges
2.3and success
Electric lightweight
vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
factors” above.
2.4The highest
Electrification
of theresulted
Municipal
Fleet publishing
& Promotion
of project
Electro-mobility,
Turkupress. In
response
when
the
in the local
2.5comparison,
Developing
the Clean
Vehicle Portal,
Stockholm
asking
in institutions
for elderly
people required too many personal
resources and did not bring the expected results. Nevertheless, it can be an option to
cooperate with selected centres, associations and clubs where elderly people like to
3 gather.From ECCENTRIC cities to replication in other places
A main lesson learnt is related to timeframe: Planning time for communication with
Drivers
seniors in advance, including individual telephone contact, is needed.
Barriers
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Success factors in testing EVs
Recommendations

26

Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
In a new conception of the workshop series, the number of workshops should be reduced
impacts
to onlyForeseeable
five: two with
pupils and three with pupils and the elderly people together. If there
are fewer training sessions, elderly people do not have the possibility to repeat content
which is necessary for a long-term learning effect. If there are more than three workshop
Policy
Recommendations
events,
it gets more
and more difficult to keep the seniors engaged for the whole period
and, additionally, it makes it difficult to cooperate with secondary schools.
For the preparation with teenagers two meetings are an adequate number. In general,
Conclusions
due to the great feedback and added value (inter-generational exchange, social benefits
for both sides, knowledge about sustainable mobility) the measure’s continuation shall
be looked at. Therefore, communication and cooperation between the project leader and
Sources
participating schools shall be enforced.
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2.7. Conclusions
All in all, the presented mobility management measures are relatively simple and quick
to implement if there are good skills in the managing team, and, at the same time can
have great external impact. Thanks to the participatory formats, all important
stakeholders and the population can be well integrated and jointly shape the course of
the project. However, this also requires clear responsibilities and hierarchies to
accompany the measures. Constant communication with the project participants is a key
success
factor. TheSummary
necessary resources thus are mainly skilled personnel and time
Executive
factors that must be planned for early on.
For the most measures, it is often not possible to measure success directly. In contrast,
1 the measures
Introduction
are based on a long-term approach that aims to change the mobility
1.1behaviour
Purpose
this document
of of
participants.
Qualitative indicators, like awareness, acceptance, and
are therefore at the forefront of project evaluation.
1.2satisfaction,
Target group
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Nevertheless, direct effects can be measured already during the project implementation.
The basis for this is above all the transfer of knowledge and the exchange of experience
2 and know
Testing
vehicles
ECCENTRIC
how on
new formsin
of mobility.
In this exchange, all population groups must be
interactEV-test
without
barriers:
a pedagogical
and participative
2.1able to
Offering
fleets
to selected
target groups,
Stockholm approach that creates
easy and comprehensible access to the project for all groups must be chosen here.
2.2
Test fleets, policy incentives and campaigns for the uptake of electric vehicles, Madrid
onvehicles
different
and analogue
platforms
2.3Supporting
Electricelements
lightweight
fordigital
car sharing
and logistics,
Munichare proving to be
promising.
The
social
output
of
these
projects
is
at
least
as
important
for Turku
these projects
2.4
Electrification of the Municipal Fleet & Promotion of Electro-mobility,
as the objectives in the context of mobility management. It is also shown that the
2.5
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
satisfaction of the participants increases enormously if they are involved in the planning
process or can take it into their own hands and design their neighbourhood and its
system according to their needs. After all, they themselves know best where
3 mobility
From
ECCENTRIC cities to replication in other places
local problems are located or which solutions work out best.
In conclusion,
Drivers it should be emphasised once again that the mix of soft measures of
mobility
management and hard, infrastructure-based measures is a promising but also
Barriers
necessary
alternative
the traditional
mobility planning.
Success
factors intotesting
EVs
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2.8. Foreseeable
Sourcesimpacts
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
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3. Summary of the Cluster: New Parking Policies
3.1. New parking policies as a progressive concept for liveable
cities
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New technologies and the shifting user behaviour in mobility are changing the entire
understanding of spatial development. New concepts and progressive approaches in
mobility can now be implemented and evaluated, assisted by the CIVITAS ECCENTRIC
work within
the cluster
2.2 on New Parking Policies.
Executive
Summary
6
The cluster New Parking Policies is particularly important currently, since the mobility
system is overloaded in many cities worldwide and is showing various negative external
1 effects.
Introduction
6
Not only the moving traffic causes negative effects, through its emissions and
1.1congestion,
Purposebut
of also
this document
the so-called stationary traffic: high pressure on space in urban 6
1.2areasTarget
group
7
requires
new concepts and a new division of space used – e.g. by parked cars.
New technological possibilities can try to counteract these negative effects, with work on
solutions that make urban space more attractive: for example, new areas for leisure and
2 greenTesting
vehicles
in ECCENTRIC
spaces, without
restricting
the accessibility of the inhabitants. The approach of
discrimination
of motorised
individual
transport,
especially regarding parking, is
2.1positive
Offering
EV-test fleets
to selected
target groups,
Stockholm
to be discussed here and identified for its transferability. But also, a more efficient use of
2.2
Test fleets, policy incentives and campaigns for the uptake of electric vehicles, Madrid
existing land, and thus a fairer distribution for all types of uses will be a subject of
2.3
Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
discussion. In this cluster, measures are presented that are designed to overcome the
2.4above-mentioned
Electrificationchallenges
of the Municipal
Fleet smart
& Promotion
of Electro-mobility,
by using
solutions:
the measures Turku
presented are
2.5partly Developing
the
Clean
Vehicle
Portal,
Stockholm
based on the support of technological innovations to make existing infrastructure
and processes more efficient and smarter. The prerequisite for the replicability of the
measure is primarily the necessary technical equipment to supplement existing
3 processes
FromandECCENTRIC
places
infrastructures cities
as well to
as replication
the knowledge in
on other
how to set
up the entire
system. However, it is also apparent that maintenance and participation procedures are
Drivers
an essential factor that must be considered in order to implement the measure
Barriers
successfully. The replication potential is generally high once the technical devices
Successare
factors
in testing
themselves
available.
ForEVs
this, detailed preparations and planning processes are
Ensuring
long-term
sustainability
from pilotHowever,
to full-scaleas mentioned above, the
necessary to achieve that technical –situation.
Foreseeable
maintenance
andimpacts
actual use of the infrastructure is dependent on good project
management. The methods presented in cluster 2 include four measures, which took
place in Madrid, Ruse and Stockholm (see table 1).
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Table 3: Measures of WP2-Cluster 2.2 – New Parking Policies
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Measure

City

Partner(s)

Adaptive parking management based on energy
efficiency and occupancy

MAD 2.3

Madrid

AYTO MADRID

Smart and flexible parking by emerging
technology

STO 2.4

Stockholm

City of Stockholm 31

Transforming parking areas into new green uses

STO 2.5

Stockholm

City of Stockholm

Park & Ride system in a peripheral district

RUS 2.6

Ruse

RUSE, CSDCS

Sources
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3.2. Brief summary of the respective measures
New parking policies are evident in the measure described in cluster 2, as a mix of soft
and hard measure instruments that focus on implementing new technical devices and
infrastructure to support establishing a sustainable mobility system as well as to reduce
its negative external effects.
• Measure MAD 2.3 “Adaptive parking management based on energy efficiency and
occupancy”, has changed since the beginning of the CIVITAS ECCENTRIC into the
development and testing of a technological tool to promote the prioritisation of High
Occupancy
Vehicles
within parking management. In most cities there is a high
Executive
Summary
parking pressure, which results in a large amount of space being taken up. However,
the occupancy rate of vehicles is usually only 1-2 persons, which means that the
1
Introduction
available
parking space is not used efficiently. In order to increase the occupancy
rate
of the
by creating incentives, the parking garages of the municipal
1.1
Purpose
of vehicles
this document
operator
EMT were equipped with an automatic door control, which measures the
1.2
Target group
occupancy rate of the entering cars. The automatic control will make it possible to
favour positive discrimination towards vehicles with more than one passenger. It can
be
completed
with otherinrestrictions,
such as the prioritisation of clean vehicles or
2
Testing
vehicles
ECCENTRIC
compliance with other regulatory conditions in the future. Thus, car-pooling, public
2.1
Offering and
EV-test
fleets with
to selected
target groups,
transport
vehicles
zero emissions
could Stockholm
be prioritised and increased by the
2.2
Test fleets, policy
and and
campaigns
uptake of
electric vehicles,
Madrid
application
of suchincentives
technology,
this willfor
be the
especially
interesting
for places
with
an
overlylightweight
high concentration
of vehicles.
2.3
Electric
vehicles for
car sharing and logistics, Munich
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2.4 • Measure
Electrification
Municipal
Fleet & parking
Promotion
Electro-mobility,
Turku
STO of
2.4the
“Smart
and flexible
by of
emerging
technology”
focuses on
two
aspects:
smart
parking
occupancy,
and
support
to
the
implementation
of the
2.5
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
parking rules by enforcement using new technologies. On the one hand, an
application based on real time information about the current parking situation is
used,
in order
to show where
available
parking placesin
areother
and reduce
the duration
3
From
ECCENTRIC
cities
to replication
places
of the search for a parking space. On the other hand, due to the competition for
Drivers space with other types of use, the city’s parking regulations are to be
parking
Barriers and controlled as a whole. To this end, Stockholm provides a new fully
intensified
Success
factorssystem
in testing
digital
parking
for EVs
parking surveillance and better-quality information about
the
available
parking
for
drivers. –The
is to make the use of parking
Ensuring long-term sustainability
fromoverall
pilot toaim
full-scale
spaces
more impacts
efficient, in an ecological, economic and social way, which will also
Foreseeable
increase user satisfaction and quality of life in urban areas. This measure is
discussed in more detail in sections which follow.
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• Measure
2.5 “Transforming parking areas into new green uses” deals with 29
Policy STO
Recommendations
portable reuse parks – so-called pop-up recycling stations. The transportation of
items such as waste from your home can be harder to do without a car. The measure
Conclusions
helps
to reduce the car-dependency which in turn can help to reduce the need of a 31
car. In detail, the re-use stations visit different neighbourhoods in Stockholm at
different weekends during a year. Larger and unwieldy items can thus be regularly
Sources
collected
by households on site and taken to the recycling landfill, by booking a 31
sustainable vehicle. Usable items can also be exchanged as an option and thus
waste will be reduced.
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The municipal service is intended to prevent residents from having to drive
individually to the landfill, to ensure that old, but still functional objects can perhaps
be reused instead of being disposed of, and ultimately to save on parking space.
The measure, both re-use pop-up parks and the e-friendly transportation has a
potential to inspire, be copied and implemented in other cities.
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• Measure RUS 2.6 “Park & Ride system in a peripheral district” refers to the general

1
1.1
1.2

2

problem that high commuter numbers regularly cause traffic to come to a standstill
in many cities worldwide. In addition to congestion and increased emissions, this
also
leads to a Summary
high level of occupancy of (parking) spaces. In order to counter this
Executive
problem, ‘Park & Ride’ facilities have been implemented in the living lab in Ruse.
The P+R facilities are intended to encourage driving commuters to change after the
Introduction
first
few miles at the mobility hub and use public transport instead of driving all the
way
to theofcity
Through the smart networking of P+R facilities at important
Purpose
thiscentre.
document
transport
hubs, the use of public transport should be increased, and motorised
Target group
individual transport reduced. Thus, modal split shall be promoted in case of
commuters and visitors, reaching the city centre.

Testing vehicles in ECCENTRIC

3.3. Evaluation the replication potential of measures

3 3.4. From
ECCENTRIC cities to replication in other places
Drivers and barriers to be expected

Main requirements
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Foreseeable impacts
28
However, in addition to the technical availability of the infrastructure, important
prerequisites for the implementation of these measures still do include cooperation and
communication
strategies with partners and residents.
Policy Recommendations
29
The necessary infrastructure and requirements for the respective measures can be found
in the factsheet developed within the project and will not be further elaborated here, as
these Conclusions
are partly measure-specific criteria. The factsheets can be found here: MAD 2.3 31
here, STO 2.4 can be downloaded here, and RUS 2.6 here. In the following, an overview
of general requirements for implementing technically based measures is given:
Sources
31
A distinction must be made between physical and digital infrastructure. Both are
necessary to implement such measures in case of smart mobility solutions. In addition
to the provision of the equipment, the safe and successful operation of the equipment
must be guaranteed.
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22

Drivers
In summary, various drivers and barriers can be identified for cluster 2.2. In contrast to
Barriers in cluster 1 and 3, the measures in cluster 2 have an infrastructure-based
the measures
factors
in testing
EVsand barriers can be expected.
focus.Success
Therefore,
different
drivers
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale

5

6
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2.1
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
In
order
makepolicy
replication
possible,
an in-depth
is required
tovehicles,
understand
the
2.2
Testtofleets,
incentives
and campaigns
foranalysis
the uptake
of electric
Madrid
existing barriers that obstruct effective and successful implementation. Finance and
2.3
Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
governance aspects will accompany this analysis. In the following, it will be explained
2.4
Electrification of the Municipal Fleet & Promotion of Electro-mobility, Turku
which necessary structures and processes the measures are based in order to replicate
2.5them in
Developing
Clean
Vehicleexperiences
Portal, Stockholm
the future.the
The
respective
within the measures implemented in each
living lab will be used for this purpose.
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Figure 14: STO 2.4 Area of the pop-up recycling station in Årsta
Source: City of Stockholm
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Foreseeable impacts
Figure 15: RUS 2.6 Park & Ride facility in Druzhba
Source: The City of Ruse
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Policy Recommendations
29
In the case of Madrid (MAD 2.3), Ruse (RUS 2.6) and Stockholm (STO 2.5), the
availability of physical infrastructure was very important, to provide a suitable space
Conclusions
and the
needed equipment for the Park and Ride (P&R) areas as well as a location for 31
the containers in terms of the pop-up recycling stations (see figure 1 and 2). In the case
of physical infrastructures, the choice of location is a key success factor. In addition,
spatialSources
factors (e.g. size, density and accessibility) and social factors (e.g. habits and 31
acceptance by residents) also play major roles.
In all measures, technical equipment and software engineering was needed.
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A further distinction must be made as to whether the devices are
• used directly for the use of the measure (e.g. MAD 2.3 OCR camera and
vehicle detection sensors/cameras; RUS 2.6 ticket machines at P&R station;
STO 2.4 smart phone application to search for a parking space; STO 2.5 crane
and other vehicles for placing the containers and transporting waste),
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• required for its installation (STO 2.4 laser radar and cameras to digitize the
road network), or are
•

indirectly necessary for its operation (MAD 2.3 software licenses and LAN or

Executive
Summary
WLAN connection,
serial converter/Ethernet and uninterruptible power supply;

6

STO 2.4 databases and legal permits)
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Figure 16: STO 2.4 technical equipment parking scan car
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Barriers
For example,
in Stockholm
(STO
Success factors
in testing
EVs2.4), it was necessary to digitize the road and parking
network,
in order
to enable
digital surveillance
parking searches. In this case,
Ensuring
long-term
sustainability
– from pilot and
to full-scale
technical solutions like APDR and LIDAR, have been used as applications (see Fig. 3).
Foreseeable impacts
In measure MAD 2.3 even more equipment was used, to implement the test pilot for a
smart parking management system (see figure 4). Furthermore, for both measures,
interfaces and databases were needed to operate within a protected firewall. By using
Policy Recommendations
these networked technologies and processing of partly sensitive data, legal security
precautions must be taken.
Thus,Conclusions
data protection rights and data capacities play an enormously important role in
these measures. In order to use and operate certain devices, clear agreements and
contracts with the cooperation partners are also required, as for example in Ruse, where
a newSources
ticket system was introduced and had to be integrated into the existing public
transport system.
This is where the manifold interfaces become apparent, both on the technical side
(connected systems, IoT) and on the actor-based side (cooperation, negotiations and
contracts).
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Figure 17: MAD 2.3 HOV parking system (middle, right)
Source: City of Madrid
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Introduction

6

1.1

Purpose of this document

6

1.2
Target group
In terms of the use of the implemented projects, there are requirements for the
information and communication strategies, which were similar in all cities.
requirements
for communication
lie in the timing, which must be started early.
2 General
Testing
vehicles
in ECCENTRIC
But also, in addressing the “right” actors: i.e. all those who are directly or indirectly
2.1
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
affected by the measure. In addition to the users, these are also companies or political
2.2actorsTest
fleets,
incentives
uptake
of electric
vehicles,that
Madrid
who
arepolicy
active
locally. and
Thecampaigns
example for
of the
Madrid
(MAD
2.3) shows
the
2.3information
Electriccampaign
lightweight
vehicles
for
car
sharing
and
logistics,
Munich
must not only inform about the concrete objectives of the project
2.4(e.g. Electrification
the Municipal
& Promotion
Electro-mobility,
Turku
reduction of of
emissions
and Fleet
traffic)
but also of
about
how the equipment
and
infrastructure
are
ultimately
to
be
operated:
2.5
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
• “Why should I use it?”
• “How do I use it?”
mentioned,
existing cities
requirements
lie in bringing in
on board
actors involved.
3 As already
From
ECCENTRIC
to replication
othertheplaces
Projects can only be implemented through new cooperation and intensive
Drivers In the case of Ruse (RUS 2.6, see figure 5), the public transport company
collaboration.
Barriers in the planning of measures to implement the P&R system in a targetwas involved
Success
testing
EVsshould be highlighted. All infrastructure-based projects
oriented
way. factors
Finally,inthe
timing
are very
time-consuming
in
their
planning
and
implementation,
Ensuring long-term sustainability
– from
pilot
to full-scale since several test runs
are often
necessary
to successfully install new and innovative projects and equipment.
Foreseeable
impacts
In addition, further precautions often must be taken regarding data protection aspects,
some of which must be re-examined (see STO 2.4 GDPR law).
Figure
18: RUS 2.6 participatory process Source: City of Ruse
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Expected difficulties
As the measures mentioned here are partly novel and innovative, new knowledge and
technology is often necessary to implement them (see STO 2.4, necessary staff or
databases with sufficient capacity). As a proposed solution, the Europe-wide competition
procedure can be mentioned here, which Stockholm has used to find a suitable company
for carrying out the measure. The innovation contest newly used here was only carried
out for the second time in Stockholm and involves risks such as delays in the competitive
process or even requirements for repetition due to mistakes made.
In general,
it is important
to know which technologies are available on the market and
Executive
Summary
can be used in practice. Based on this knowledge, tenders can be launched. Based on
the Stockholm experience, it can be mentioned here that once the tender has been
1 published,
Introduction
there was a risk that there will be a shortage of applications from companies
to provide
thedocument
technical solutions. In addition, it is often not possible to guarantee
1.1that are
Purpose
of this
percent that the selected technology is ultimately feasible. This can be
1.2one hundred
Target group
mitigated by allowing some flexibility and adjustments while still following the overall
ideas and criteria.
not only the
infrastructure mainly used must be purchased within a
2 It is apparent
Testingthat
vehicles
in ECCENTRIC
tender procedure, but in some cases the operation of the infrastructure must also be
2.1guaranteed.
Offering
EV-test
fleetsbe
to done
selected
target groups,
Stockholm
This
can also
by means
of a tendering
procedure if these activities
2.2do notTest
campaigns
for the uptake
of electric
Madrid
yetfleets,
exist.policy
In thisincentives
respect, and
it should
be mentioned
that novel
itemsvehicles,
and processes
based
on novelvehicles
procurement
2.3are often
Electric
lightweight
for carmethods
sharing and cooperation.
logistics, Munich
digitally networked
infrastructures,
the difficulty
of guaranteeingTurku
data security
2.4Regarding
Electrification
of the Municipal
Fleet & Promotion
of Electro-mobility,
and personal rights become apparent (see the European GDPR law). For example, in
2.5
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
measure STO 2.4, the basic data protection regulations had to be considered in order to
be able to operate the digital surveillance system legally. These legal permissions must
and must be examined through special investigations. For this purpose,
3 be emphasized
From ECCENTRIC
cities to replication in other places
various studies were carried out in Stockholm to query the legal situation and the market.
As forDrivers
the suitable locations to carry out the measures, the special requirement is
already
evident in Ruse and Stockholm. In both cases the location was successfully
Barriers
chosen.
However,
theinsearch
Success
factors
testingwas
EVs time-consuming, as in many urban areas there is little
free space that can be generally used. An intensive spatial analysis was therefore
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
necessary in the case of Ruse in order to find available areas or to establish cooperation
Foreseeable impacts
with landowners. This was part of the process in Ruse for the P&R facility (see figure 6).
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Figure 19: RUS 2.6 location of P&R facility in Ruse and connection to PT
Source: City of Ruse
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Another aspect within the expected technical difficulties is that the initial installation
and use is based on the concept of “trial and error” (or trial and improvement) and must
be considered in the timing. In Madrid (MAD 2.3), for example, the cameras and the
vehicle windows had to deal with light reflections. In general, the hardware and software
used must function perfectly and must not be too error prone.
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Further difficulties may arise in matters of public communication and political

discourse. Good public relations work should counteract this. However, this is timeconsuming and must therefore be considered. This also applies to the above-mentioned
requirement
for necessary
information campaigns to bring the measures closer to the 6
Executive
Summary
users and ultimately to explicitly explain their use.

1

Success
factors
Introduction

6

1.1As already
Purpose
of this document
mentioned
in the requirements and possible difficulties, a good and well 6
target
group to be involved in the specific information and communication 7
1.2mapped
Target
group
campaign is an important success factor. The target group should be informed about
the project and its use at an early stage. The focus here is on communicating the actual
2 objectives.
Testing vehicles in ECCENTRIC
7
services
that facilitate
use aretarget
also considered
a success factor. For example,
2.1Special
Offering
EV-test
fleets to selected
groups, Stockholm
service
forincentives
bulky waste
was
introduced
in STO
2.4, Madrid
can be
2.2the booking
Test fleets,
policy
andcollection,
campaignswhich
for the
uptake
of electric
vehicles,
included here. A similar user-oriented service was introduced by the simple payment
2.3
Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
method via a SMS of the P&R station in Ruse, thus reducing the usage barrier and
2.4opening
Electrification
of the Municipal
Fleet & Promotion
of Electro-mobility,
Turku
it up to everyone,
due to its self-explanatory
system.
Building on the
introductory
2.5information
Developing
the
Clean
Vehicle
Portal,
Stockholm
campaign, the successful use of the new infrastructure is already
encouraging many more residents to use it.
These innovative projects depend on collected user experience. This can even be
3 extended
From
ECCENTRIC
cities
to replication
inofother
by creating
incentives
for users.
In the example
Ruse, places
commuters were
encouraged to use the P&R car park by allowing free parking at the station when buying
Drivers
a ticket for the public transport.
Barriers
From Success
the providers’
perspective,
factors in
testing EVs it is evident that innovative projects are based on a
“learning by doing” process and often only lead to success based on the lessons learnt.
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
In the case of digital networking and data use, legal studies should be carried out to
Foreseeable impacts
determine the extent to which the infrastructure can be used, or which legal regulations
are necessary. In the case of Stockholm, this task was outsourced and given to an
external legal advisor. This can be recommended in order to obtain legal protection.
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Business model

5
6

The measures
presented here are mainly implemented using EU funding. However, in 31
Conclusions
some cases the operation of the infrastructure (e.g. RUS 2.6 P&R station with ticket
machine; MAD 2.3 car park with ticket machine; STO 2.4 parking tickets), which is partly
subject
to charges, can already cover the maintenance costs. In the case of Stockholm 31
Sources
(STO 2.5), having the free of charge operation of waste transport services was
considered by the municipality, or to outsource it and finance it with fees. This can
depend on the regulation of the country and available service-providers.
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Human resources and skills
Due to the focus on innovative technologies used in the measures, there is an increased
need for personnel skills. This concerns on the one hand the knowledge necessary to
set up the innovative procurement processes (e.g. STO 2.4 innovation contest) and on
the other hand the actual operation and maintenance of the infrastructure by personnel
(see MAD 2.3 knowledge about functionality of hard- and software). This must be
introduced into the system processes and know how to operate the technology.
Training and introduction to the technical equipment must therefore be considered.
For example,
the parking
guards in Stockholm (STO 2.4) have been introduced to their 6
Executive
Summary
new way of working with parking surveillance, using digital equipment, by trainings and
knowledge transfer.
Introduction
6
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administrative
and public support
1.1Political,
Purpose
of this document

6

to the measures in cluster 1 and 3, on average more stakeholders are
1.2In comparison
Target group
involved, since the technological focus requires more technical equipment, knowledge
and operation. For this purpose, contractors and subcontractors were often used in the
presented.
This multifaceted
cooperation also requires political approval and
2 measures
Testing
vehicles
in ECCENTRIC
orders form the local authority. In many cases, the measures concern tasks that are
2.1
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
operated by the municipality (public transport system, parking system, waste system
2.2etc.) Test
fleets,
incentives
and on
campaigns
for the uptake
of electricand
vehicles,
Madrid
which
arepolicy
therefore
based
the municipality’s
approval
operational
2.3takeover.
Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
the same
here, and
it is
social and political
players are
2.4In general,
Electrification
ofapplies
the Municipal
Fleet
& important
Promotionthat
of Electro-mobility,
Turku
in the measure,
soVehicle
that they
are well
informed and that the initiative is endorsed
2.5involved
Developing
the Clean
Portal,
Stockholm
by that sectors with administrative competence and in these cases also with
technological support.
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From ECCENTRIC cities to replication in other places

Long-term effects and sustainability

Drivers
Long-term effects can be expected from these measures on the one hand if the
Barriers functions smoothly and is accepted by the residents. If the system proves
infrastructure
Success
in testing
EVs
effective
fromfactors
the point
of view
of its operation, it is the best method for its long-term
Ensuring At
long-term
sustainability
– from pilot
to full-scale
maintenance.
the same
time, this long-term
effects
result from the fact that the new
innovative
systemsimpacts
can finance themselves to this extent. This means that running costs
Foreseeable
and commissioning can be covered, due to their self-sustaining. For example, through
parking tickets or garbage fees.
In terms
of the Recommendations
“learning by doing” approach, it is ultimately apparent that the measures
Policy
require continuous review and further development and must always be aligned with the
needs of the residents.
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Foreseeable Impacts
Innovative parking policies tamper with the traditional approach to provide unrestricted
flow toSources
Motorized Individual Transport (MIT) by increasing the usage efficiency of space, 31
conditioning its usage, or plainly reducing the available area for parking manoeuvres.
The introduced constraints have a direct impact on the acceptance, affecting differently
users, citizens (users and non-users), and other people that come into contact with the
measure in temporal visits or via media distributions.
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Parking related measures pursue the goal of reducing traffic and the emissions
caused by it. The external effects are to be reduced through approaches of positive
discrimination but also through the simpler design of existing processes (e.g. waste
collection, parking lot search, multimodal mobility etc.).
Based on such projects, the following objectives and effects can be achieved
exemplified:
• Higher occupancy rates in passenger cars and reduction of traffic and emission
values
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•
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1
1.1
1.2

Reducing time spent for parking cursing and thus lower emission values
Long-term

reduction

Introduction
management

of

space

requirements

through

smart

parking

Purpose
this document
For thisofpurpose:
long-term monitoring and evaluation necessary
Target group
• Increase of the modal split and promotion of public transport
•

2

For this purpose: long-term monitoring and evaluation necessary
Executive
Summary

•
•

5
6
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In general, reduction of daily traffic
Clear regulations
control for the municipality in the parking sector
Testing
vehiclesand
in easier
ECCENTRIC

Ensuring
sustainability
– from
pilot tonew,
full-scale
Regarding
thelong-term
implementation
of such
projects,
unexpected aspects or even
problems
can arise.
Due to the new types of infrastructure, however, it can also lead to
Foreseeable
impacts
a misunderstanding when it comes to their use. New digital services require an
intensive training period for employees but also a transfer of knowledge about the
operation
and use
of the new services to the users. This shows once again how important
Policy
Recommendations
information campaigns and early involvement of users is. This can be expected to have
an impact on usage.
On theConclusions
other hand, positive unexpected effects can also appear: as a result of measures
aiming to reduce the dependence of the own car, vulnerable target groups can be more
easily integrated, and benefit from the measures. This social inclusion is an important
Sources
step towards
increasing acceptance.
Various methods were used to measure the direct and indirect effects. In terms of the
presented measures, especially quantitative measurement methods could be used to
analyse the user behaviour of the new technical devices and systems.
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Networking effects between other transport sectors through digitised services,
2.1
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
and thus,
2.2
Test fleets, policy incentives and campaigns for the uptake of electric vehicles, Madrid
• A modern and innovative mobility and parking system.
2.3
Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
Especially in the case of measures, aiming for a long-term change in the mobility
2.4behaviour,
Electrification
of thecan,
Municipal
Promotion
of Electro-mobility,
direct effects
for the Fleet
most&part,
only become
visible after aTurku
longer period.
2.5
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
In addition to the expected direct effects on the transport sector, further positive effects
can be achieved. Based on the advancing digitalisation in transport, a large number of
and cross-sectoral interfaces are emerging. This results in new
3 new technical
From ECCENTRIC
cities to replication in other places
cooperations and increased exchange between individual sectors. New synergies can
Drivers
be built
up and thus, further projects can be advanced. One example of this is the
digitization
of the road and parking system, which allows many processes to be
Barriers
implemented
andEVs
in a more user-friendly manner.
Success more
factorsquickly
in testing
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The most commonly used ones are:
•

User figures: e.g. numbers of scanned cars, issued tickets, parked cars, financial
turnover, amount of reused or recycled material

Table
Finally, theof
effect Contents
of the decreasing dependence on one’s own car can only be measured
•

Acceptance: of visitors and users and personal feedback

in the long-term and cannot yet be proven at the current stage.
In summary, car parking-related measures can make a visible contribution to the
sustainable
redesignSummary
of cities. By redesigning or redistributing space, clear signals are
Executive
set and sustainable mobility is promoted. A positive effect is already the discourse
about the visible changes. In contrast, a transport-related change in user behaviour, as
1 already
Introduction
mentioned, can usually only be observed in the long-term. However, existing
1.1processes
Purpose
this document
andoftraffic
situations can be simplified, improved and thus make a social,
environmental
and
economic
contribution for all.
1.2
Target group

6
6
6
7
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vehicles
ECCENTRIC
Such Testing
projects are
based on in
multifaceted
cooperation and use of contractors and thus
involve various stakeholders. The early involvement of these stakeholders is important
2.1
Offering EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
for the successful implementation of the project. Both the providers of the technical
2.2
Test fleets, policy incentives and campaigns for the uptake of electric vehicles, Madrid
infrastructure and the city that uses the services pursue a goal-oriented coordination of
2.3these.Electric
lightweight
vehiclesinfor
car sharing
andextent
logistics,
Munich measures can be
It is important
to clarify
advance
to what
innovative
2.4implemented
Electrification
of theeven
Municipal
Electro-mobility,
Turku
– maybe
withinFleet
in &
a Promotion
‘trial and of
error’
process. This
is because
2.5innovative
Developing
the Clean Vehicleprojects
Portal, Stockholm
or infrastructure-based
in particular require intensive preparation and
the resulting test phases in practice also take time, without the effects of the projects will
be fully visible from the outset and to the full extent.
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ECCENTRIC
cities
to replication
other places
As some
of the
technologies and
infrastructures
are quiteininnovative,
new tendering
and procurement
processes
must
be
considered.
In
order
to
ensure
a scheduled
Drivers
implementation,
Barriers the choice of providers and other stakeholder’s dependencies is crucial.
Transparent negotiations and clearly regulated contracts can guarantee increased
Success factors in testing EVs
security for these projects.
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
At theForeseeable
same time, impacts
such projects offer the opportunity for leading technology companies
to become aware of these projects and to include these challenges in their own portfolio
in the future. This can create a win-win situation for both parties through increased
cooperation and integration of politics and business. For example, technologies can be
Policy Recommendations
tested together within the ‘learning by doing’ approach.
Regarding implementation, the following needs to be clarified:
•

Conclusions

à Early involvement and negotiations with stakeholders
At which location does the measure make the most sense?
à Spatial analysis and studies on suitable locations and property rights
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Sources
How can it be integrated into existing systems (e.g. waste system, parking 31
system, public transport system etc.) and cooperation?

•

9

31

What clear added value does the new technology promise?
à Transparent information and communication strategy

•

7

•

How is the operation and maintenance ensured?
à Internal and external tenders; enable knowledge transfer and training

•

Is sensitive data used and to whom do the data belong?
à Clarification of privacy issues, legal regulations and possibilities for legal
permits
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In terms of digital connected technologies, the measures presented highlight the great
challenge of dealing with sensitive and high data volumes. Official data protection rights
and regulations, such as the GDPR, must therefore be considered at an early stage and
Executive
Summary
possible
approvals must
be obtained. A detailed external study of the legal situation in
each case is recommended here, to clarify this issue. Because of these legal regulations,
interfaces (e.g. protective firewall) and databases must be set up. At the same
1 secureIntroduction
time, the demand for simple operation (for users) must be guaranteed, as well as its
1.1
Purpose of this document
security. This aspect is particularly important for innovative and digital connected
1.2
Target group
projects. On the one hand, this is very time-consuming, but on the other hand it is
necessary in order not to endanger the course of the project and to achieve future user
acceptance.
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There is an impact on acceptance and ownership, on the account of the resistance
2.1and reallocation
Offering EV-test
fleetsAs
to discussed
selected target
groups,
of space.
before,
thereStockholm
is a differentiated impact across

2.2the affected
Test fleets,
policyusers
incentives
campaigns
for thefacilities.
uptake ofAlthough
electric vehicles,
groups,
or notand
users
of the parking
opinion Madrid
and
heavily influenced
other
factors
theMunich
measure itself, this is no
2.3acceptance
Electricare
lightweight
vehicles forbycar
sharing
andbeyond
logistics,
taken lightly. Aofstrategic
approach
to theof
local
conditions have
to address
2.4to be Electrification
the Municipal
Fleettailored
& Promotion
Electro-mobility,
Turku
the perception and reaction of each group, in order to mitigate the risk of a decline in
2.5
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
politic support, and eventually a reverse on the implemented policies and projects.
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Finally, it should be mentioned that these kinds of measures aim to reduce traffic and
emissions
by ECCENTRIC
discussing the use
on one’s
own car. On the
hand,
this means an
From
cities
to replication
in one
other
places
intervention in the personal decision-making rights of the residents, but on the other hand
Drivers
it is also a long-term process aimed at changing mobility behaviour. In both cases it is
Barriers
important
to have a continuous information campaign towards the citizens to raise
Success factors
in testing
EVs of the project. Only through this transparent
the awareness
and
visibility
Ensuring long-term
sustainability
– from
pilot toitfull-scale
communication
and the indication
of the
objectives,
can become possible for the new
infrastructures
andimpacts
services to be positively accepted and finally used.
Foreseeable

3.5. Example measures

Policy Recommendations

STO 2.4 is chosen as the case study here, whilst information on other related measures
can be downloaded from the sources which follow.
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STO 2.4 Smart and flexible parking by emerging technology
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The measure is based on smart technologies, to support enforcing parking rules in terms
of accurate
parking surveillance as well as testing systems that guide drivers to currently 31
Sources
unoccupied parking spots on the streets via a special application. Through the clear legal
regulations and their easier verification, enforcement will be supported and thus parking
will be made more efficient and ecological. Due to lower occupancy rates, unnecessary
parking will be prevented and thus parking space for other functions will be made
available in long-term.
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At the same time, mobility and accessibility for residents should be maintained, which is
why a smart parking guidance system was implemented, to simplify the process of
cruising for parking spots for the citizens. This should reduce emissions and traffic jams.
Two smart solutions serve to achieve these goals, in terms of
(1) Parking occupancy: using a Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) solution
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(2) Parking enforcement: using an Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR)
method
By integrating
theseSummary
smart solutions, the measure aims specifically to:
Executive
•

1
1.1
1.2

2

•

6

Provide drivers with better-quality information about available parking
Provide a new fully digital parking system for parking surveillance
Introduction

6
• Purpose
Identifyofparking
discrepancies
through
comparison
between
reality
and
the
prethis document
6
registered parking information
Target group
7
• Digitize parking restrictions
•
•

Test the digital system for surveillance/enforcement and occupancy

Testing
Evaluatevehicles
the system in
andECCENTRIC
compare it with the regular procedures.

7

theEV-test
measure
to a groups,
more liveable
peripheral environment by 9
2.1In general,
Offering
fleetswill
to contribute
selected target
Stockholm
reducing
cruising
time
for
parking
and
its
caused
emissions,
improving
conditions
2.2
Test fleets, policy incentives and campaigns for the uptake of electrictraffic
vehicles,
Madrid 11
and
traffic
safety
and
optimising
the
road
space
available
in
the
long-term.
2.3
Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
15

2.4Implementation
Electrification of the Municipal Fleet & Promotion of Electro-mobility, Turku

17

2.5
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
Note: To obtain a detailed version of the necessary implementation steps, reference is
made here to the deliverable D 2.3 “Implementation Report of work package 2, cluster
parking policies”. Due to the replication potential, the following list contains the
3 2: NewFrom
ECCENTRIC cities to replication in other places
most important steps and comments for other cities to replicate the measure.
Drivers
The measure is based primarily on the use of new technologies, such as scan cars, to
Barriers
digitally
capture road infrastructure, and parking infrastructure (see figure 8). This realSuccess
factors
in testing EVs not only to the city authorities in terms of parking
time data
is then
communicated
Ensuringand
long-term
sustainability
– from
pilot tosofull-scale
enforcement
surveillance,
but also
to drivers,
that they can find a parking space
more Foreseeable
easily via animpacts
app. Since this is a data-intensive measure, some steps must be
taken in advance to implement it and, at the same time, further measures must be taken
regarding data protection precautions. In the case of Stockholm, this involved two main
4 steps:Policy Recommendations

22
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26
27
28

29

Digitization of the whole parking management system (e.g. digital maps of
the city and its parking spaces, information of parking fees and permits, digital
Conclusions
31
parking machines and paying methods etc.)

•

Warranty of data protection guidelines (e.g. European General Data
Protecting Regulation (GDPR))
Sources
31
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Figure 20: STO 2.4 Scan cars companies Brickyard and Parking
Source: City of Stockholm
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In terms of digitization, the car park infrastructure (parking occupancy) was surveyed
1.1
Purpose of this document
and mapped using so-called scan cars. This shows an interesting factor within some
1.2innovative
Targetmeasures:
group
In this case, the invitation to tender was organised on a European
scale, after it was not clear whether suitable companies could be found in the domestic
market. By extending the catchment area, the providers could be selected within an
2 innovation
Testing
vehicles
in ECCENTRIC
contest.
This involves
a longer preparation period for the urban authorities,
must beEV-test
considered
in selected
the planning
Subsequently, the so-called scan
2.1whichOffering
fleets to
targetprocess.
groups, Stockholm
cars were able to map the parking infrastructure and transmit the data to the newly
2.2
Test fleets, policy incentives and campaigns for the uptake of electric vehicles, Madrid
designed system (see below).
2.3
Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
of data security,
it also shows
intensive of
preparation
and the
creation of a
2.4In terms
Electrification
of the Municipal
Fleet that
& Promotion
Electro-mobility,
Turku
basis was necessary. In this context, several law studies have been carried out, due to
2.5
Developing the Clean Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
the required legal permit for the demonstration with technical solutions regarding the
European GDPR act, especially in case of using camera surveillance while mapping (e.g.
and LIDAR method). Regarding data transmission, suitable interfaces and
3 ANPR
From
ECCENTRIC cities to replication in other places
databases had to be created. This smart database had to be designed for large data
volumes
(real-time data) and meet the high requirements of data security (protective
Drivers
firewall).
In case of the necessary legal examination in Stockholm, a local legal
Barriers
consultant
firm
was commissioned
Success
factors
in testing EVs to examine these issues. All this took four months
already.
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
The actual
data collection
Foreseeable
impacts and first tests took another 15 months. Therefore, in case
of Stockholm, two technical systems were used to map the parking infrastructure. One
with scan cars and integration to parking machines and another one with Automatic
Plate Recommendations
Recognition (ANPR) and Light Detection Ranging (LIDAR) solution. An
4 Number
Policy
important quality feature in the case of Stockholm was the recurring survey of the parking
infrastructure by two companies: This allowed critical factors such as weather conditions
5 and other
Conclusions
changing factors to be considered. At the same time, the independent mapping
by the two companies meant that the data could be verified and provided better results.
This in turns means more effort and financial resources. The scan car drivers operated
6 duringSources
two weeks per quarter according to a predefined route and time interval. Thus,
the raw data could be generated and integrated into the system. Another important step
to be mentioned here was the stress test, to check the parking management system for
its viability. Test drivers were used to simulate the parking situation and to test the heat
map application.
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Regarding the user side, the app for the search of parking spaces was developed and
evaluated together with the car park operators (see figure 9). The app is continuously
revised based on the feedback coming from its users. All in all, it is evident that the
technical systems require regular review and need to be constantly developed further.
Furthermore, the range of new technological devices and their evaluation shows that the
necessary know-how for the implementation and operation of the measure is in the
foreground. In particular, the maintenance of the system must be ensured by qualified
employees, who must be trained in the new systems and introduced in advance. Special
skills and knowledge were also required, for example, in the EU-wide procurement
Executive
Summary
6
process
of the innovation
contest, in the case of Stockholm.
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Figure 21: STO 2.4 Test run mobile apps in Årsta area Source: City of Stockholm
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Business model and contractual partnerships

4
5

Drivers
The owner
of the measure and the system is the City of Stockholm. The owner of the
Barriers
technical
solutions,
the other
Success factors on
in testing
EVs hand, are the companies commissioned from the
Europe-wide innovation contest.
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
The necessary
Foreseeablecosts
impactsfor the measure depend on the individual factors of the
implementation. For example, the scan cars can be rented or purchased. The more
intensive and frequent the mapping of the road system, the more cost-intensive the
project
will be. Once
the new digital parking management system is integrated, personnel
Policy
Recommendations
costs for traffic surveillance can be saved. If the necessary hardware should only be
borrowed, the following costs can be identified:
•
•

6

•

Conclusions
Rental of scan car (around 3500 Euro per week)
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29
31

Software (around 20000 Euro per year)
Driver (around 110 Euro per day)
Sources

31

Consequently, costs of a total of 250000 Euro per year can be expected.
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22

Critical challenges and success factors
During the implementation the following critical factors and challenges as well as their
respective solution strategy could be identified:
• Data security and data law: The collection and dissemination of this sensitive
data requires reliable and secure systems and stakeholders, who have access to
the data. Various external law studies have been carried out to address this
problem (e.g. GDPR, video surveillance)
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•

Data capacity and data compatibility of new IT system (high load capacity):
Executive
Summary
6
to eliminate this
risk, a stress-test was launched to examine the IT system

•

1
1.1
1.2

2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

New technology as a risk factor: This barrier was dealt with through testing
(intensive testing phase) and through partnership with other companies to
Introduction
supplement with the additional knowledge and skills needed (e.g. partnership
Purpose of this document
with Flowbird in case of Stockholm)
Target group
• Acceptance of citizens: In the case of Stockholm, the population was very
interested in the new technology and the general measure, so no project-specific
communication campaign was launched. In other cities, however, this can be
Testing
vehicles in ECCENTRIC
considered as an option, as some of the data involved is sensitive.
fleets to selected
targetAs
groups,
Stockholm
• Offering
internalEV-test
organizational
resources:
already
mentioned, technical know-how
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In retrospect, it has become clear that especially in projects, based on new technical
solutions and sensitive data, comprehensive preliminary planning is necessary to
From ECCENTRIC cities to replication in other places
consider aspects such as data law or technical test runs. Regarding the data-based
application,
Driversit also becomes apparent that a continuous update and improvement of the
software-driven
Barriers system is necessary.
Especially the test runs of the participating companies with the scan cars show that a
Success factors in testing EVs
long test phase, considering different conditions, such as weather, delivers better results
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
in the long run. Projects with new technical solutions should therefore consider that their
Foreseeable
impacts
implementation
is often
associated with errors and setbacks. It is often a first test version.
However, this is a constructive process in which all stakeholders, based on their
experience, feedback and their requirements, can continuously improve the technical
Policy
Recommendations
system.
This joint
learning effect is positive, if feedback is taken on board and the
infrastructure will be continuously developed.
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Recommendations
Conclusions

6

By and large, the digitalisation of the parking system, including examining occupancy, is
the basic prerequisite for the implementation of this measure. But also, for other
Sources
measure,
which gain to implement new technologies like in measure STO 2.4, it is 31
advisable for a City to:

31

(1) examine the privacy issues and expresses concern for its citizens,
(2) have the rules and regulations in a digital form, which can also be done by a
supplier
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Test
policy
incentives and
uptake ofsolution.
electric vehicles,
Madrid 11
is fleets,
needed
to implement
andcampaigns
maintain for
thethetechnical
It is therefore
advisable
to introduce
andfor
explain
the technical
equipment
to city employees so 15
Electric
lightweight
vehicles
car sharing
and logistics,
Munich
that they canofoperate
the system.
Electrification
the Municipal
Fleet & Promotion of Electro-mobility, Turku
17

2.5Lessons
Developing
thefrom
Cleanimplementation/replicability
Vehicle Portal, Stockholm
learned

3

6

(3) develop a digital map of the City with good accuracy at least in the area where
it intends to use Scan Cars
Regarding the procurement process, if a city plans to implement both, to measure the
occupancy rate and to enforcement using a Scan car, then a city might have to make
two tenders: firstly, to procure services of a company, which is able to establish maps of
the parking places and the rules attached to these places and secondly, to procure
services of a company which is specialized in enforcement and is in need of the new
map. According to the experiences of one of the technological suppliers who took part in
the measure of Stockholm, this two-part tender procedure is been done often in
Executive
Summary
European
cities.
Regarding the implementation, a stress test, to examine how many enquiries the city
can handle, should be implemented before launching the measure. Thus, the
1 systemIntroduction
manual guards, who rely on the system, have no problems during the demonstration.
1.1
Purpose of this document
For this purpose, a test-driver should also be taken into consideration as well, in case of
1.2
Target group
the “heat map” application. Regarding the time frame of testing the measure, around 15
months have been estimated, which has been done by two different firms, in order to
verify the test results. Moreover, the occupancy and enforcement were examined two
2 weeksTesting
vehicles
in ECCENTRIC
over a year
– every quarter,
to test the technology in different environments and
conditions.
2.1weather
Offering
EV-test fleets to selected target groups, Stockholm
Another
recommendation
is the timing
of the measure.
In particular,
a large
timeMadrid
buffer
2.2
Test fleets, policy incentives
and campaigns
for the uptake
of electric
vehicles,
should be considered for the tendering as well as the basis for the measure. It is
2.3
Electric lightweight vehicles for car sharing and logistics, Munich
significantly dependent on the EU-wide procurement process, existing technical know2.4how and
Electrification
of the Municipal
Promotion
of local
Electro-mobility,
the digital registration
of theFleet
road&system
by the
authorities.Turku
Regarding the
2.5spatial
Developing
the
Clean
Vehicle
Portal,
Stockholm
conditions, it has been shown that a larger part of the suburbs should be subject
to paying parking feeds as well as subject to enforcement of compliance. It is assumed
that the city should have more than 6000 parking spots to benefit from the measure.
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In retrospect, Stockholm has a positive attitude towards the measure and explains:
Drivers
“Implementation
of a scan car technology which this measure tested, can not only reduce
parking
search time, but also reduce emissions, increase compliance of citizens with the
Barriers
rules Success
and regulations
factors in integrated
testing EVsand thereby increase the liveability of the city. This
measure, which deals with testing new technology, responds to the broader objectives
Ensuring long-term sustainability – from pilot to full-scale
of many cities!”
Foreseeable impacts

3.6. Conclusions
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Policy Recommendations
29
Even though the projects presented here are innovative and technically complex, the
replication potential can be considered high. The development of smart solutions, which
on theConclusions
one hand aim at simpler use and on the other hand at reducing external effects 31
in the transport sector (congestion, emissions etc.), can be regarded as a generally valid
objective of all stakeholders involved and should therefore find easier acceptance.
It should
be noted, however, that these projects are infrastructure-intensive and require 31
Sources
rigorous preparatory work in view of their concentrated data use and digital connection
and thus their resulting complexity. Not only the planning of these projects is timeconsuming, but also the actual operation and maintenance of the infrastructures, since
innovative projects often follow the “learning by doing” approach and therefore require
continuous development.
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One of the most important aspects is public relations work, in order to inform about the
objectives and thus promote and enable their future use. The added value must be
clearly argued to the population, thus awareness and acceptance for the project has to
be shaped. Innovative projects can create this awareness on their own, but also subject
to intensive support.
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